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'With Malice toward None, with Charity for AH, and with Firmness in the Right."
VOLUMEXVIIi:
MRS. RAYMOND P. SHAYA
DIES FRIDAY MORNING.

.

News has

been

WHO IS TO BLAME?

MEMORIAL

received in

-

,

Spanish-America-

to the bereaved husband, mother
father and brothers.
BASE BALL

6th"inning
Tha

first

game of

Base-Ba- ll

DAY

A Proclamation By the Governor

to 18th inclusive. The commit-t- e
that has the matter in charge
will hold a meeting Tuesday eve
ning May 31st at the Spanish- American Office to get everything in shape for one of the
best Chautauqua's ever held in
Roy. You all remembei last
years program, and we are pro
mised even better this year. Ten

Memorial Day since the recent great war has been given
a broad, world wide significance. For over fifty years we have
observed the day in honor of the soldiers, living and dead, who
fought in the Civil War; and in more recent yeare the ceremonies of the day have included the boys who defended us in the
n
War, also the brave lads who gave up their
lives at Vera Cruz. We now have the sacred privilege of including in our tributes of gratitude on Memorial Day the soldiers,
sailors and marines who served in the world war. Over fifty
thousand American youths made hs supreme sacrifice and
great numbers of them rest on foreign soil.The deathless words uttered by Abraham Lincoln at Gettysburg have become a national ritual in our Memorial Day service;!. As these profound words, applied to our country's condition and life in those days, they nov"apply to the" entire civilized world, and I deem it fitting to include herein the last paragraph of
American document:
"But. in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate we cannot consecratewe cannot; hallowthis 'ground..- The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far
above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little
note, nor long remember, what we say here, ' but it can never
forget what they did hero. It is for us, the living, rather, to
be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here, have, thus far, so nobly advanced.- - It is rather for us
to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us
that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that
cause for which they here gave the last full measure of devotionthat we here resolve that these dead shall not have died
in vain that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of
freedom and that government of the people, by the people,
for the people, shall not perish from the earth."
Now Therefore, I M. C. MECHEM: Governor of the State
Of New Mexico, do- hereby designate, Monday, May
80, 1921, as
Memorial Day in the State of New Mexico, and respectfully invite all citizens-tobserve the day in a manner suitable not only
to reaffirm our devotion to the memory of those who participated in the defense of our country many years ago, but to
those who stepped into the breach for the cause of human freedom in the colossal world conflict just ended.
Done at the Executive Office this, the 20th day of May, 1921
Witness my hand and the great seal of the State of New
Mexico.
M. C. MECHEM, Governor.
'
Attest: MANUEL MARTINEZ. Secretary of RtntP
..
....
Spanish-America-

fine long program's will be given
so commence now to make your
arrangements to be present at
each evening as well as afternoon. It will be worth your
while. Season tickets will be on
sale June 1st, and the price this
year will be $2.75 for adults and
$1.65 for children for the complete program.
Buy your tickets as soon as
possible as it will cost youJess
than one half what you would
pay for evening programs alone.
Those who have the matter in
charge expect the sale of at least
300 or more season tickets, so
do your part by helping " them
out. We will try and give an
outline of the diffrent programs
in next weeks issue.

that-grea-

,

thestason for the Roy Team,
was played on the Roy diamond
Sunday afternoon, with Mosquero as the opposing team.
Mayor Fred S. Brown pitched
the first ball and managed to
MOISTURE
get it across the home plate beYES PLENTY OF IT.
fore it hit the ground, and then
the game was off with a bound,
We have received several letCoffeen in the box for Roy, and
ters
the past two weeks from:
'
McDaniels for Mosquero. In the
in the east, asking
our
readers
BraMcMinimy
and
first inning
nch drew a score a piece for if we were getting any vain on
Roy, and Harry Kingsbury drew the mesa, and we can answer
one for Mosquero, and then for them now by saying tha,t we are
the next three innings, not a sin- having rain every day somegle player could find the home where on the mesa, and it has
plate, and the score stood two rained every day for over a week
to one ; in the fifth. Harry again Around Roy about, two or three
made the home plate, and which inches has fallen the past week,
tied the score, then Roy went to and everything looks very flouthe bat, but McDaniel's pitcher rishing. The wheat or rather
not being used to the work, went what has not blown out or. died
to pieces, and Roy sent 6 men from drouth, is sure loking fine,
at least a two
across the plate ; Mosquero took and wift 'make
... t
crop
yen
more. About
or
thirds
n,
th Mh
of. the
one
wheat
of
the
third
and Roy dug up another and'
then- - well it rained and then
it rained somémore, so the game Winds, or killed by the drought
was called off account of too This land will be planted to corn
'
or forage crops, and wo are exr'
,,
much rain. . Z
Next Sunday. Roy goes to pecting one of the, largest .crops
The
Mosquero and will show .them lver raised on this mesa.
pleased
all
well
with
are
how they did it last Sunday, and facers
the Chilli uic tiup vuuuuk. üiiu uuo xan
Oh yes,
Base-BaBoys at will see the planting of the larll
by
the
dinner
this mesa has
the Ideal Bakery Saturday- - (to- gest wheat crop
'
So
we 'again say
known.
ever
:
..;v;.:
;....-:.v
'.,..;..
day.)
to our eastern readers, "Sure it
'
Miss Etna . Floersheim,' who rama in IN ew Mexico, and say
attended school in Springer the ' by the way it's so cool and nice
past term and who had to quit J too; for in fact we have not
the last three months; on ac-- - together discarded our overcoa-couof the sickness and death tes yet."
of her mother, went to Springer
last week and took the examina- - Shaya and Anderson homes is
tion, and made an average of moving along verynicely.
which is one of the ;
92 per-ceJ. E. Busey, made a business
best grades.'made in the tenth
Vegas this week.
trip
grade class. This admits Etna
Neis Benson, is a busy njan
to the 11th grade of the Roy
Schols next year. It. is surely these days, as it keens him moshowing for her, ving some to keep the large
of carpenter work he ' has
and proof that she did good
lined up going all the time.
work.

-

.

EIGHTH GRADE PLAY
Much appreciated by audience.

.

otro-aSr-

dont-forget-

.

The Eighth Grade Play 'The
Elopement of Ellen" was given
by the 7th and 8th grades of the
Roy Schools last Friday evening
to a well sized audience, jii ppite
of the rain and rnud.,, ' ;
The School Children, showed
up well, and the amateur work
done by them .would make some
of the older folks set up and
take notice. Some of those in
Prof. Gerhart ... .
the play had practiced less than
á week, and they went thru the
whole play without even being
SCHOOL CLOSES
prompted once. Some of them
in the play, originally developed
ThePublic Schools closed a nimeasles during the last week of ne months session last Friday,
school, and others had to substi- and will take 'a three months
tute at the last moment'
Vacation before taking up the
The play was rather short work in the new building. The
and this is the only objection School has been w orking under
one could offer on it, but Dr. a handicap all term on account
Gibbs. a member, of the school of the school building being unBoard, made a fine talk to the completed, and the store buildaudience and presented the eigh- ing? in which it was held, was
th Grade Diplomas which filled unable to give the pupils and
up the .balance of the time. He teachers proper acomoda tions.
also gavo some good advice to We expect to have cur new builthe graduates and told them of ding done by September' 15th,
the work the New Board intends and ready for school to open by
to put bto effect this fall.
that date. Prof. Gerhart Who has
The weather sonditions kept had charge of the schoob the
a great many away from the last five months, has worked
play that would have liked to hard and did the best he could
been present, but the roads were under the conditions. We were
almost impassible. All the eigh- informed that he will be one of
th grade graduates on the west the teachers in the High School,
side of the river had been invi- and probably Principal of it the
ted to be present, but only a few coming term. He is a live wire
were able to get out on account and we would like to see him
of the inclemency of the wea- - come back to Roy.
';
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DECORATION DAY r
Mrs. O'Brien, mother of Mrs.
PROGRAM.
Earl McMinimy, is visiting at
the McMinimy home this week.
Monday May 30th.
She is accompanied by little Mis
Mary Malone, a niece of Mrs.
McMinimy. Mrs. O'Brien lives .The following will be the pro- at Hominy Oklahoma, and this .grarn for Decoration Day May
n
is her first visit to the Mesa, 150th, as outlined by the
she is very much pleased not
Legion and the Roy Band.
only with the town, but the
The program will be under the
auspices of the American Legion
whole Mesa.
9.30 A.M. Concert by .the Roy
? CHAMBER OF COMERCE ?
Band on Main Street. :
Is it, or is it not?
10. A.M. Parade to Roy Cemetery headed by the American
Our Stvon-Pnntniwiimiir i
Legion and exservice men who
C. Grunig, is again busy gradare to bo in uniform.
ing the streets
10.80 A.M. Desoration of graves,
11. A.M. Addresses and chert
Mrs. Ed Foley, of East Vauprogram by American Legion
ghn, is in Roy this week, helping
after whoich all will return to
Roy, and there will be another
care for her daughter Mrs. R.P.
Shaya, who has been dangerousband concert on the street.
P.M. Ease Bail game, Roy
ly ill at her homo inythe east 2.
'
VS Dawson, band wiil fumi-,'s- h
part of town.
;
írusie thruout the game.
Contractor Truesdale has the 6. P.M. The Picture "The Right to thppiuos'.by Dcro-.- ..
roof on the Shaya residence aad
thy Phillips, will be given at
will snon have- it ready.. for- the

F. O. B. ROY

t

o. 20.

CHAUTAUQUA COMING.

Just as we go to press, the Roy that the Chautauqua will be
sad news- was phoned us that here this year from June 14th

Mrs. R. P. Shay a had passed
away at:' 10.15 this morning
(Friday),, at her home in Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaya were married only a few months ago, and
this sad news will be a shock to
the people of Roy and vicinity
where they .were held iñ the
very highest esteem,.
No arrangments have been
made for the funeral at this
hour, but she will probably be
laid to rest at East Vaughn, her
family home. Her husband, mother and two brothers were with
her at the end. A full obituary
will appear in the next weeks
n
issue.
The
extends the deepest of sympathy

SATÍjRTJATriíay2lírh7I2E

MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,

ROY,

RUSSEL

We have heard a number of
complainst by patrons of tha
District on account of having no
Eighth Grade Commencement
Exercises for the Roy Public
Schools. This has beep a cus
tom in Roy since 1910 and we
believe the pupils who graduate
from the Eighth Grade are entitled to the Exercises. The cost
is practically nothing with comparison to the benefits derived,
and we believe that a vrong has
been done the pupils, in not having the Graduation Exercises
in the Public Schools this year.
We do not know who is to blame
for this carelesness, nor are we
attaching the blame to anyone,
but it surely looks to us like
some one has not done their duty on this subject.
All the pupils look forward
with pleasure to the time they
may complete the Eighth Grade,
and take up
work,
and then again to the completion of High School, and while
some say it is ajl foolishness to
have an eighth grade graduation, we must remember that only a small portion of the students ever graduate from high
school, hence no honor is shown
those who reach the Eighth Grade only.
We hope that after this year
Roy will have both Eighth Grade and High School Graduation
our pupils will not be forgotten
in the manner they were this
year. Anyway, we are for these
exercises, and shall do our outmost to see that hereafter the
pupils shall have that which we
feel they, are entitled to.
;

High-Scho-

ol

PROCLAMATION.
- Whereas ; It has been the custom for the past fifty years to
omemorate May vOth, as a da
for the decoration and care of
the graves of our departed ones,
and to have such fitting exercises worthy of the Remembrances of those who defericied our
Country in lime of need, and
who gave their all for our Flag.
.Therefore, I, Fred S. Bvowh,
Mayor of the Village of Roy,
New Mexico, do hereby proclaim,
Monday May 30th, as a legal
holiday in the Village of Roy,

and, respectfully

NIX

AVolcott L. Russell stole quie-

tly out of town last Thursday
presumably on his w ay to Sprin
ger, but on the road he stopped
at Mills, and took with him for
company (forever) Miss Madge
Nix. While it is true, they went
to Springer, they did not tarry
long for .the hunted Rev. Father
Lavore, who made them man
and , and they immediately took
the evening train for El Paso.
The Bride of this happy romance, for we must call it a romance, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. N. Nix of Rosebud, and
has been the primary teacher at
Mills the past term. Mrs. Russell is an accomplished musician
and has been one of the favorites of the younger set of Roy
and Mills the past winter and
r
spiing.
Mr. Russell the groom is one
of Roy's selfmade young men.
and has practically been, raised
in Roy, having come here when
a mere lad with his parents in
1908 ; He is the only son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Russell - of this,
place, 'and '.is one of the many
boys who served in the late war,
having enlisted as a private at
the beginning of the war and
gradually worked himself up until he was a Lieutenant, training
the boys of Porto Rico when the

.

wrar was declared off.

We can see in these young
folks the making of a happy
home, and one that will be a credit to any community, and it is
a pleasure to us to state that

they will

make their future

home in Roy, where Mr. Russell
has a fine position with the
Mesa
Co. he being
the bookkeeper and Assistant
Manager of this prosperous Co.
We intended to make this
writeup a whole column, but
they were so suiet about the
matter, we could ' not find out
who to go to, to get all the facts
of this romance, but did leam
that they met for the first time
!tt the' Oddfellow and' Rebekah
SociaJ of a few months ago, and
that it was a case of love at

first. sight, and the rest is told'
in the above fe wlines.
The

Spanish-America-

and

n

their many friends of Roy and
Mills, Extend .Congratulations
all to the happy couple,

ask that

houses remain closed
during the entire dav where business conditions will permit it,
and " the day be given over to
the decoration and care of graves and attendance of the exercises which will be given by the
merican Legion and the Toy
business

Band.- -

'

Fred S. Brown,
Ma

Attest:
Frank L. S:huH7.

The Auxilliary Baptist Sunday School Class, was pleasantly entertained at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Weathoriíl
last Tuesday evening. The regular routine Class business waa
transacted and choir, practice
was indulged in. for an hour or
so30, after which a pleasant
cial hour was spent alid then a
plendid lunch was served by the
Host and Hostess. All present
report a good thr.e.
--

Clerk.

The Ladies of the O.E.S. Club QUARTERLY CONFERENCE.
were delightfully entertained at
Rev. J. H. Messcr. Preñóme
the home of Mrs. Richard
Elder of the M. E. Church Sor.th
Tuesday afternoon, af- will hold Quarterly Cor. forenc;
enjoyable afternoon
most
ter a
uov, Monrt.iy'- Evening,-- uvj
vvas spent, a deliaious refresh- 30th at ,3 O'clock,
ments were served bv the hostess. Mrs. Boyd of Mills and
Team will
The Roy Base-Ba- ll
her sister of Syracuse. N. Y. cross bats with the strona Daw- ?sou team Monday May the 30th
were the out of town guests.
Kil-murr- ay

the game

(Decoration-day- )

will

nrp hnvinor dental trou start at 2 P.M. promptly, This
bles, come in and see Dr. Mur-- game will be very interesting
and every body is invited to witdock.- who will be m
ness it.
r
11th.
to
5th
Tf vmi

Koy-jun-

-

e

Arrie-irica-

.

irJl

is;.,

Í

-

1

FOR SALE BY
I THE BECK MOTOR CO.
Si ROY, NEW MEXICO

.....

GAL KRAUT
GAL KETCHUP
BLACKBERRIES 2' Tin
Tin
APRICOTS
MILK HOMINY 21b Tin
.MILK HOMINY 2'2 lb Tin

2'

ICE CREAM FREEZER

60s
$1.00
30c
30c

:
. ; . .

..

13c

,

S

20c
. . . , .

.',

.

"$4.25

12' ie

LADIES COTTON HOSE per pair
MENS WORK SHIRTS
MENS OVERALLS, best grade

$1.00
$1.50

Fresh Vegetables every day
'

(Watch

this space every week)

.

ROY TRADING COMPANY

-

:,".V '

Profi:tab-ls-PÍ3Ceto.Trad"'"Á

I
-

r

THr

SO HEIiVOUS

,

rOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

SO WEAK

How r.aserable Thi

Woman Was

Until She Took Lydia

L

Pink

nam's Vegetable Compound
Toomsboro, Ga. "I suffered terribly
with backache and headache all the time.
was so weak and nervous I didn't know
what todo, and could
not do my work. My
trouble was deficient
and irregular periods. I read in the
papers what Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
done for others and
decided to give it a
trial. I got good
results from its use
so that I am now able to do my work.
I recommend your Vegetable Compound
to my friends who have troubles similar
to mine and you may use these facts
as a testimonial." Mrs. CF. Phillips,
Toomsboro, Ga.
Weak, nervous women make unhappy
homes, their condition irritates both
husband and children. It has been
said that
of the nervous
prostration, nervous despondency, "the
blues," irritability and backache arise
from some displacement or derangement of a woman's system. Mrs. Phillips' letter clearly shows that no other
remedy is so successful in overcoming
this condition as Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
nine-tent- hs

DON'T
DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains ot
ache3; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

GOLD MEDAL

Thfc wwrid's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric fcdc troubles and
National Remedy ot' Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Cold Medai on every bos
Look fot the
and accept no imitation

km

Just So.
"We ordinary people never get Invited (o a house party." "Yes, we
liuve a lot of luck that we djyft appreciate."

ASPIRIN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Eltel Frledrich, second son of former Emperor WilllHin, was found
guilty In Berlin of illegally exporting
capital to Holland through the firm of
Phllllppsohn, Grusser and Company.
Gen. Francisco Murgula, rebel leader, was severely Injured In a recent
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF clash with federal troops near Mler,
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
state of Tamaullpas, according to war
office reiKrts, and is now recuperating
THE WORLD.
on the American side near Las Vegas.
.

Southwest

III PARAGRAPHS

From All Ove- r-

New Mexico
and Arizona

Sen I.
I'oion
of an airplane fore to
San Simon, Aris., was swept recent
fight forest fires In the province of
DURING THE PAST WEEK British Columbia is to be begun soon, ly by a destructive fire that wiped out
following the announcement of the five business houses and contents.
Ascension Rivera, charged with the
British Columbian government that It
murder of his wife, has pleaded guilty
$20,000 for the
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS hud appropriated
in the District Court at Los Lunas, and
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
King Alfonso and Queen Victoria of hag been sentenced to a term of from
90 to 99 years In the state penitentiary.
PEOPLE.
Spain escaped Injury when their auto- The Northern New Mexico track
(Western Ntsspspsr Baton Newt Serriel. )
mobile overturned while they were going to the Hippodrome to attend the meet which was held In Raton recentWESTERN
races, says a dispatch from Madrid. ly was won by the Raton team with
Patrick Hurley, 44, choked to death The accident was due to the bursting a total of 50V4' points, Taos holding
In a restaurant In San Francisco when of a tire.
second place with, a score of 39 polp'.s.
The" third place was tied for by the
a piece of steak which he was eating
d
Canadian police searched the
became lodged In his throat.
teams from Maxwell and Cimarron, the
canal for 1,400 pounds of dyna- score of each team being seven points.
charged
with
Beasley,
William
government
from
mite, stolen
the
AH of the teams put up a remarkable
breaking jail at Itockport, Mo., who
stores near Allanburg. Several years exhibition.
was shot by Sheriff Fischer at Nebrasago an attempt to wreck the canal by
ka City, Neb., while attempting to
The banking situation in Arizona, as
explosives was made at Thorold, a
evade arrest, died In hospital at that
by the banks in response to
reported
.
few miles from Allanburg.
place.
a call for statements of condition on
The peasants of Russia have thus April 28, showed a marked improve
Jake Schaefer of San Francisco won
t
a
match at 18.2 billiards far failed to resiwnd to the appeal of ment over conditions reported in acBelgian the Bolshevist government to sow cordance with the February call, acfrom Edouard Horemnns,
state
champion, at San Francisco, 4,000 to grain to enrich this year's harvest, ac cording to J. C. Dnreey,-deputThe soviet au- superintendent of banks. An increase
2,352. He made a new grand average cording to reports.
to take a In reserve of from 20 to 50 per cent
record for the match and set a mark thorities are beginning
believed to be a new record for a high gloomy view of the prospects for next and a decrease In loans was reported.
winter.
Meager reports of a mysterious and
total for three innings.
The British Columbia liquor moderfatal malady believed to be cerebro
The sentence of Private William E.
spinal meningitis, have been received
McDuffy, who was found guilty by an ation act, providing for the governarmy eourtmartial of the murder of ment control and sale of liquor within from the Navajo Indian reservation,
head of the
Private Oscar C. Mattman, on the iie province, will become effective whither Dr. C.
night of Sept. 7 last, has been com- sometime after July 1, Instead of on public health bureau, went hurriedly
on urgent instructions from the Intemuted by President Harding from June 1, as had been originally planned.
death by hanging to life Imprisonment, Inability of the provincial liquor board rior Department to Investigate. Dr. J.
C. Griffin and Dr. Davis, two physifrom to prepare for the opening of the govnccording to orders received
Washington at Eighth corps area head ernment stores June 1 was given as cians ministering to the victims, althe reason for the delay.
ready have died and Dr. M. B. Taylor
quarters in San ATitonlo, Texas.
Francisco Villa, former Mexican reports that the situation is most
Flames which shot from a stove and
burned Mrs. Alfred L'Ecuyer's nnn bandit leader, expects to harvest a grave.
Thnt congress will refuse to again
when she replenished the firebox with crop of 50,000 bushels of wheat this
suspend the provision of the federal
coal which had been stored in the year, according to n report from Conmining lnws requiring annual assessbnsement, resulted in the discovery of sul J. B. Stewart at Chihuahua, Mexment work on unpatented mining
ol! seeping into the excavation beneath ico. Villa was suid to have equipped
the L'Ecuyer home in the heart of extensively with modern American claims, is the opinion expressed by
Spokane's residence district. Several farming Implements, including tractors Representative Carl Hayden In a letter
gallons of the fluid were baled from and motor trucks, the large tract he Is to one of the 112 signers of the petithe basement in a day, according to cultivating with the assistance of the tion recently forwarded to Washington from Globe, Ariz., opposlng"exemp-tlon- ,
'
Mrs. L'Ecuyer's account, conveyed by Mexican government.
Mr. Hayden advises all claim
neighbors.
on
An Italian tenor dropped dead
The number of Canadinns resident the stage of the Bellinzona theater In owners to take no chances but to do
in the United States during the lasl Geneva while singing In the last act their assessment, If they hope to hold
by 87.IÍ01. of Puccini's "La Bobeme" to Mind, their claims.
ten years has decreased
H. C. Legros, who was arrested In
compared with an increase of 27,000 In who was lying dying on a Ked. The
the previous decade, according to sta- actress, unaware of the tenor's death, Bisbee several weeks ago on a charge
tistics Just given out by the United continued singing her role until a phy- of burglarizing a Jewelry store In
The repon sician appeared on the stage and or- Douglas, xand who pleaded guilty to
States census bureau.
gives the total number of Canadian. dered the curtain rung down.' The the charge, was sentenced In the SuIn the United
States as 1,117,130. performance ended abruptly on an- perior Court at Tombstone to serve not
less than one nor more than ten yenrs
s
number 307,081, ami nouncement of the actor's death.
in the state penitentiary. While in the
show a loss of 77,402 In the ten years.
The time limit- for disarmament! by county-- , jail nt Tombstone, awaiting
while Canadians of other origin numGermnny is fixed as June 30, In, on sentence, Legros attempted to commit
ber 809,455 and show a loss of 10,099.
The suicide by slashing his wrist with a
nllied note received In Berlin.
WASHINGTON
note, which concerns execution of he knife, when he was refused the morThe Senate bill .authorizing, presl recent ultimatum, demands that the phine that he w aved.
dentlal control over cable landings was organization of the German army i of
The mills of New' Mexico and Ariordered favorably reported without 100,000 be brought into conformity zona In 1920 produced 28,772,000 board
amendments by the House commerce with the pence treaty by June 15, su- feet of lumber, according to figures
.
committee. ,
perfluous munitions and unauthorized Just compiled by the forest service in
Uncle Sam has $a3,000,000 of somt fortress equipment
with the National Lumber
surrendered by
people's money waiting in the treasury May 31, and all arms In possession of Manufacturers' association.
This cut
for them to come and get it, according civilians by June. 10.
was produced by 102 mills, although
outto the latest official figures of.
the cut of 13 of these mills was esti
GENERAL
standing temporary Liberty bonds.
mated, due to failure of all mills to
Six men, comprising the crew of the report. Eight mills in the region were
Poland's request for American support In the settlement of the disposi- barge Miztec, are believed to have Inactive throughout the year and had
tion of Upper Silesia has evoked a leen lost in the blizzard which tore the no cut to report. Of the 110 mills of
formal answer from Secretary Hughes Miztec and the barge Peshtlgo loose which the forest service has record,
thnt -- the American representatives from the steamer Zlllah off Whitefish Í9 are in New Mexico and 31 in Arizona. Eighty mills In the district cut
abroad would take no part in the dis- Point, In Lake Superior.
Testimony that he paid $7,500 to, a In excess of 50,000 feet a year and
cussions concerning the Silesian question. Poland was Informer further in 'business agent of a plumbers' unidu" these 80 cut the bulk of the annual cut
to settle a strike called by the wreck' given above.
the reply delivered to Prince
Nine pf the reporting
the Polish minister, that "so :rs when construction of the Woods mills have an annual output of less
far as at present may be seen," the heater was started was given before than 50,000 board feet. The cut for
American representatives on the su- the Dalley legislative committee at the year by states is as follows:
preme council, the council of ambas Chicago by George A. Thomas of the Arizona, 121,100,000 board feet; New
sudors and the reparations commission I. ougncre Construction Company of Mexico, 107,612,000 board feet. The
would not so much as expre'ss an opin- New York. Thomas declined to name cut for 1920 is considerably greater
he man to whom he paid the money. than that for either 1917 or 1918.
ion ns to the settlement.
Allowing but $100,080,427
For the purpose" of forming a perof the Every public school teacher in
Miss., Including Superintendmanent organization whose sole pur$220,280,705
estimated by department
heads as necessary in deficiency ap ent F. B. Woodley, has resigned as a pose shall be to Increase transcontipropriations to run the government for result of an announcement by the nental tourists travel the Bankhend
ap- board 'of school trustees ttiat next year highway from El Paso to San Diego a
the year ending July 1,
propriations committee completed the talarles would be reduced 10 per cent, meeting of representatives of chambers
William Randolph Hearst has purof commerce
second and final deficiency appropriaand automobile
chased property in New York on which clubs in all towns along the Bankhead
tion bill for the fiscal year 1921.
building is ,to be highway in the area mentioned will be
Appeals to the state department by a
newspapers, the held in Douglas, May 28.
his
to
house
erected
persons having friends or relatives
and Journal, and his magaThe Arizona Corporation Commission
detained" in ltussia show 100 Ameri- American
com- has filed with the Interstate Commerce
cans are held by soviet authorities, a zines, news services and film
panies.
The building will be ready Commission 13 exceptions to a report
much larger number than indicated In
In about a year.
by 'Examiner Henry C. Keene In the
The situation has for occupancy
official reports.
4,
Doollttle,
dead
and
Raymond
is
case growing out of the complaint by
strengthen
the administraserved to
111
tion's determination not to deal with several other children are seriouslyeat-ir- the state against passenger fare from
and to points In Arizona,- - Nevada and
the government at Moscow until the as a result, physicians believe, of
boy
candy.
The
poisoned
Doolittle
New Mexico, which complaint varied
In
Russia Is remstatus of Americans
became 111 after eating candy he had from 4 to 6 cents a mile and were unedied, It was said In Washington.
bought at a neighborhood store. He reasonable and prejudicial.
Resolutions of the Hawaiian Legis- was seized with nausea and convulThe University of Arizona will conlature requesting legislation by Con- sions that resulted in his death.
duct summer sessions this yer at
gress to permit Immigration of suffi' Rev. Guy Kyle was sentenced to Flagstaff and Bisbee,
with
cient persons to remedy a'h "acute layears'
imprisonment and the Northern Arizona Normal School
bor shortage" In the islands have been eighteen
presented to the Senate and referred fined $3,000 In Federal Court at St. and the Bisbee public schools. The
to the territories committee. They pro- Louis when he pleaded guilty of rob- session at Flagstaff will last 10 weeks,
Loren opening. June 20 and closing August
posed thnt alien Immigrants admitted bing the mails of $189,000.
should not exceed 25 per cent of tin' Williamson, partner In a garage busi- 28. The entire session is divided into
halves and all courses
totnl Insular population, a restriction ness at Mount Vernon, III., was found two
designed, it was understood, to ex- guilty by a Jury previously and given rarry definite units of credit for- each
term.
the same sentence,
clude Japanese.
Aubrey Mitchell, 15, was accidentaexperts
mining
A
commission
of
six
In
cones
noncotton
Establishment of
lly' shot nnd killed by Claude Smith, a
pink boll worm Infected areas In west will sail from Seattle, Wash., early in
Texas and New Mexico was recom- .Tune for China to make a geological playmate, at the latter's home, nine
miles north of Peoria, Arizona. The
mended to Secretary Wallace by the iind engineering examination of Iron
two boys were playing with a reconference of representatives from the ore and com deposits In a section ot volver when
it was accidentally discotton growing states, who met in Manchuria fot the South Manchuria
an-- , charged, .the bullet entering the left
company,:
It
has
Railway
been.
methWashington to devise the best
lung, young Smith told officers. Death
ods of stamping out the menace to the nounced in Duluth, Minn.
More than 25,000 employés of the followed almost lnstnntly.
cotton crop.
The executive board of the New
An army of 175,000 men has been II. C. Frick Coke Company had their
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As
decided on by the senate military af- ivnges cut from 25 to 35 per cent when
new scale was put Into effect. The sociation will meet In Magdalena June
considering the
fairs
wage
cut affects the workers of the 20, when many questions which have
irmy appropriation bill. The measure
come up since the annual meeting will
is passed by the house, provided for entire Connellsvllle region in
be taken up1'O.onn.
array
of
in
(Western Newspaper

Organization

of Salicycacld.

Monoacetlcacidester
Adv.

Celebrate at least one day in the
Order beefsteak.

week.

A man Is merely as dull as his point
of view.

Help That Bad Back!
suffering

lameness,

backache,

from

rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness
and kidney irregularities. Neglected,
it may lead to dropsy, gravel or
but if taken in time it is usually easily corrected by using Doan'l
Kidney Pilli. Doan'l have helped
thouuands.
Ask your neighborl
Bright'-diseaie-

,

A Colorado Case
Mrs.

ams,

404

Anna M.
Ninth St.,

Ad-

says:

Colo.,
"For a long time my
kidneys made me mis-

erable. Nights I was
restless because of an
ache through the small
of my back and aides.
When I (tot up mornings I didn't feel refreshed and it was
hours before the languid,, dragged-ou- t
feel
mg wore away.
used Doan's Kidney
Pills and kent on using
I was "K
them
cured."

mm

until

DOAN'S WAV
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UILBURN

N. V.
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For Over

Thirty Years

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

eopnr.

thc etHTUin

new vodk sntt.

f

Wliat to alie for..

mm. mmMm

Take a good dose of Carter's little liver Pills
then take or d tor a tew mgnts alter.few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
IITTLE
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
I

a

-

VER
PjLfJS

They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.

,

five-wee- k

Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bos

Always
SKI Bears
the

Ti

.

five-wee- k

V

)

4,000-poln-

twenty-five-stor-

Why be minerable with a "bad back?"
It's time you found out what is wrong!
Kidney weakness often causes much

LiOlbrs Know That
Genoiii Cestería

Wel-lan-

-

Warning! Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe, by millions,
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neural
gla, Klieumatisrn, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of As
plrln cost few cents. Druggists also
Aspirin Is the
sell larger packages.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of

News

For Infants and Chfldren.

pur-pos- e.

French-Canadian-

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

News

A Solvent.

Reasonable Supposition.

hant, or something, is raising
i htinder at Gnbe Hornboggle's house,"
"I was there
relnted a neighbor.
tuther night, nnd after we'd set for a
spell It commenced. The table was
flopped over by unseen hands, three
drawers of the bureau slid out by
their selves and dumped all the stuff
on the floor, a flock of spoons came
floating In from tie kitchen, a gun In
the corner fell down nnd shot one of
the dogs, nnd all such as that. I never
"A

seed such

goln's-o-

n

"Liquor always loosened up our patrons," said a waiter reminlscently.
Meaning, we suppose, that It released
the "tip" from the tipplers. Boston
.
Transcript.

COCKROACHES
EASILY KILLED,
TODAY

In my life 1"

"Then you hain't never drunk none
licker before?" inof Gabe's bone-drquired a resident of Mount PIzgy,
Ark, Kansas City Star.

BY USINO THE GENUINE

y

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
foot-bat- h
ALLEN'S
And aprinkle In th
FOOT EA3K, the antiseptic, healing powder tor Painful, Swollen, Smarting Feet.
It prevent! blisters and sore epoti and takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. Always
use Allen's Foot Ease to break in new shoes
and enjoy the bliss ot feet without an
ache. Adv.

Stearns7 Electric Paste
Also SUKB DEATH to Waterings, Ants, Bats
and Mice. These pests are the greatest carriers of
disease and MUST BB ÜOLXKO. The destroy
both food and property.
Dl rectlons In 16 languages In every box.
Heady for use two sises Ufo and tUO.
D. 8. Government buys It.

Mrs. Hicks Relieved

Preserving Mine Timbers.
coating of magnesia cement on
the timbers of mines Is stated to be
"I have taken four Eatonlc tableta
an economical and efficient assurance
against fire, especially In the arid re- and they relieved me of sour stomach.
gions where the timber becomes high- I recommend it to everybody," says
ly Inflammable and Is difficult to re- Mrs. G. P. Hicks.
If stomach Is not digesting your
place.
food; if you have sourness, bloating,
food repeating, Indigestion or acid
Never.
stomach," Eatonlc will remove the
.
"The stage Is not true to life."
cause by taking up and carrying out
"Did you ever see a the acidity and gases, bringing quick
now."
housemaid like the ones In musical relief and healthy digestion. Why suffer stomach trouble? Why not keep
comedy?"
your digestion normal and enjoy good
An Eatonlc taken after each
It Is the toy mustache of today that health?
meal will prevent discomfort and pain.
Is always spreading beyond Its boundMake the test today and see how
aries.
quickly this wonderful remedy acts.
It comes In handy tablet form. Carry
It with you. A big box costs only a
trifle with your druggist's guarantee.
'

By Four Eatonics
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"Oh,-com-
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mi.

Diamonds
and

GENUINE
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jzs kZJ
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ARTISTIC

JEWELRY

MANUFACTUEINO

JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
WRITE OR CALL

lets A Curtis, DMfir.Colo.
FOR OATALOQ

'

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for

(0c

PARKER'S
IVUA tMUMUVl

j

; i

ar nucí

1
1

HlstDOveeDananiff-StopeHatrFallui-

tif ,U.i if "L
Ji., I
fe

K est orea Color and

Bswoty to Gray and Faded Hair

1
f.

sue.

anasi.uoaiDrugriTisis.

Hlxwi Chem. W ta Patchogug,

W.

T.

Removes Corns, CalHlflDERCORNS
louses, te.. Btnna
Mia. mnrM nrnfnrt a
11

feet, makes walking
gists. HiSOOXClMI

126

rsy. Ifo
1

Works,

coatl or at Drue.
r atcluKita,
S. X.
by

F.IAKIu'OTIl

JACKS

l nave a bargain for ron, come qnlca.
W. L. DsCLOW'8 JACK
Cada Kaplda, low

Cuticura Soap

KREf'OLA

m

a wonoi strut sacs, sjliach.
rrmi

S1.2S.

b,,l,. Or.C. H. BURRY
nan UlcUsu Ara,. Chios.

Frna

POPOCRAT POPCORN
Imparts
Best eating corn crown.
bag $i.
McCLELLAN, ARAPAHOE, KEU.
The Velvet Touch PATENTS Watson
Colomaa
Patent
Takaa 25c
Sota
usl
Adrleaand eoos free
150 lb.

25c, Ointment 25

50c,

D. O.

,
Lawyer,

Washlng-ios-

i

Bates reason t bis. BUhaetrsf arenosa. Usstserrlssa

SPANISH AMEgrCAg
WAGONER NEWS

NOTICE

.We are all rejoicing oyer the
big rains we have received and
the prospects are fine for a bumper wheat crop.
llham Weisdorf er and
by Charles' Depew
made a businessjrip to Springer
Thursday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Weisdorfer
gave Miss Pearl McKinley a sur-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,

.

ÍZt?

28fflu 1221.

FOR PUBLICATION

FARM VVAKTTr-

wí ictttTI

-

ADOBES;

to hear from owner of a farm or J
land for sale foiv fall delivery.

Department of the Interior,,

lJones

BIONEY;

PLENTY OF THEM,

I

Box 551,.01iiey,KL

MONEY.
How
We have

mu& da you want?
$109g00tt to loan on

Real-Esta-

te

will make you Adbliss and
lay them in the wall for. $35.00 at 10 percent; long time and
quick payments.
No.ll9a&
Tell us your
per thousand, you to furnisfc-thNOTICE is hereby riven that JNUllLüi is herefcv
that
finance
we
troubles,
can help
Victor E. Bixbv. of Mills. New Harry E. Stafford, of Roy,!
TREASURY DEPARTMENT ground and water.
yott.
Mexico, who, on March 19, 1918,
I have had 25 years experienwho, on September 14th
Scholtz and Johnson.
and May, 3rd. 1921. made Home 1918, made Homestead Entrv, OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER ' ce and guarantee my work. Let
steads Applications No. 025873, No. 025178, for SEit;- Sec 22
me figure with you on that hml.
OF THE CURRENCY.
BAUM BROTHERS ARE
..
,.
and No. 026063. for
i.
NEV. diog; you are contemplating,.
SELLING
prise farewell party Thursday SWVÍ-SE1ONE MINUTE
l,
Sec. 27. NEH;
NW4 SE14,
Washington,D.C.
Jose Aicano Griego,,
evening. A number of Miss,
WASHING
i,
and
MACHINES
Section 34, Tol
Am-i181 1921
Roy, New Mexico.
Pearl's friends were out from section oU,
wnship 19N,. Range 25E, N.M. Whereas, bv satisfactory eviden
NiWNEVi, E'
ON THE INSTALLMENT
Roy and all the neighbors were NWVi. and NWÜ-NW.
.
Sec P. Meridian
ce presented to the
PLAN FOR A DOLLAR
Call
present. Many games were play- 31, Township 21N, Range 25E,
Has filed notice of intention it has bee made to appear that
DOWN
AND YOU PAY
ed and dainty refreshments were N.M.P. Meridian. to make Final Three Year Proof, "ihe First National BankOf
BALANCE
OUT OF YOHas filed notice
served at the midnight hour by
intention to establish claim to the land Roy"" in the Village of . Roy
'
For
Mrs. Weisdorfer assisted by Mrs to make Final Three Year Proof. above described., before F. if. in the County
UR
CREAM
CHECK '
Grunig. A few more games were to establish claim to the land Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at State of ' New of Harding and
WRINGERS FROM $1.00
Slexico has complayed and then the guests all above described, before F. H. his office at Rov. New Mexico. plied
TO $10.00. CALL AND
with all the provisions of guarantee to get
you there and
'departed for their homes cong- Foster,. U. S. Commissioner, at on the 13th day, of. July, 1921. the Statutes of the Tinitfvl
SEE THEM
ratulating Miss McKinley on her his office at Rov. New Mexico. Claimant names as witneses: States, required to be- complied
get you back.
succss as a "dignlfid school on the 11th day 0 July, ,1921.
R. L. Sansburv. Webb Kidd. with before an association
TeJirrcre Dodds.
shall
ma'rm".
Claimant names as witnesses: J. H. Salisbury, and R.R. Leach, be authorized to commence the
Otis Arbogast, F. B. Misner, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Mrs. Latta Dickson spent Sat
business of Bankinsr: '
'
urday night and Sunday at the W. M. Bruggeman, and T. M.
Paz Valverde,
Depew home.
Brown, al fo Mills, New Mexico.
Now therefore T. Tftnmas P.
' Register.
B.G.Grunig, Emil Weisdorfer
Paz Valverde,
Kaner Acting Comptroller of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION currency, do hereby certify that
Register.
and tamily were bunday guests
at the Carl Weisdorfer home and
"The First National Bank Of
Department of the Interior,
Ben says' talk about your eats NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Roy" m the Village of Roy in
U. S. LAND OFFICE at San the County of Harding and
wel it would make my mouth
ta Fe, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior,
water now to think about it"
State of New Mexico, is authoMav20. 1921. rized to commence the business
Mrs Tom Ladd of Solano was
Uj- S. LAND OFFICE at Clav- - NOTICE
is hereby eiven that. of Banking as provided in Seca visitor at Mrs. Ed Weisdorfers
j:::;;
'
ton. New Mexico. May 18th 1921 George SI. Tower, of Roy, Mora tion Fifty one hundred and sixty
last Thursday.
that Co, New Slexicd. who. on Slav nine of the Revised! Statutes of
In the item in last week's pap- NOTICE is herebv
er the lineotype man overlooked G. W. Orr, devisee of Nathan R. 1 1918, and April, 2$ 1921, the United States.
nea line and made an item read Wright, Dec'd, Mobeetie, Texas, made Addtl, Homestead Applithat Mr. Depew was the Federal who, on June 8, 1916, made cation, No. 035743, and No, CONVERSION OF The Roy
'
loan appraiser when it should Homestead Entry, No. 022303, 037705, for
Trust and Savings Bank, Roy
Guaranteed 15 months.
,,
NWVt-SEi,Section
Township
for
33,
of
Sec.
SWii;
New Slexico.
have read Mr. R.W.Boulware,
N'í
MC311A Fits 5fl) per cent of cars in use today, retails for $28.00
35, SEV4-SESec. 34,' T, 19N
Mr. F. A.Bruce and Mr. DePejw 17N, Range 31E, N.M.P.
'
R.
21E,
1
and
Lots
and 2. Sec. In testimony whereof witness
were the three appraisrs.
EXCHANGE PRICE $25.00
Has filed notice of intention 3, ownship 1SN, Range 24E, N. my hand and Seal of office this
"Our trats" we'll pay the bill.
M.P.
Sleridian.
Eighteenth day of April, 1921.
The Lineotype" "Devil" to make Final Three Year Proof,
Has filed notice of intention
Mr. and Mrs. George Deubler to establish claim to the land
The MG607A Dodge battery retails for $36.00 and the ex(SEAL)
and their daughter Mrs: Morace above described, before A. A. to make Final Three Year Proof,
to
Wynne,
U.S. Commissioner, at
establish claim to the land
Taylor were visitors at the
change price is $33.00,
These prices cannot be beat for repair
T. P. Kane
Chas. Depew home Thursday his office in Mosquero, New above described, . before F. H.
work
on
Generators,
Starters, Magnetos or Batteries.
We are
night and Friday of last week Mexico, on the 14th day of July Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Acting Comptroller
'
his office at Rov. New Mexico.
and nday night at the 11 . u. 1921.
Currency.
sepcialists,
of
the
Battiry repairs carry the EIGHT MONTHS GUA
Grunig home. Mrs. Duebler Claimant names as witnesses: on the 6th day of July, 1921.
RANTEE.
R. N. Rogers, II. S. Hamby, Claimant names as witneses:
will remain with her son Lafa-ett- e
Oscar Kidd, Luther Corneal,
Flowers,
and family for a few weeks J. S. Baker, and
Webb Kidd and A. I. Burleson.
but Mr. Duebler and Mrs. Tay- all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
lor will return to their homes
Register.
A. SI. Bergeré,
near Seiling Oklahoma
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clav- - - U. S. LAND OFFIC! at Claw.
ton, New Mexico. May 17th 1921 ton, New Mexico. Slay 17th 1921
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Auto Livery

-

Baum Bros.

ABCO MASTER BATTERY

G

NE-SE-

S'A-SE1- 4.

1

t

C.-L-

Elmer E. Veéder

are missing
some mighty fine pictures at the
Roy- Theatre every Saturday
night. ' The managers Eberhart
and Nickens are showing the
best pictures that they can get.
and you can see just as good pictures at Roy, as you can at Vegas or Raton. Come out tonight
and see for your self.

..DON'T FORGET THE NEW
AT
COUNTY CELEBRATION
MOSQUERO JUNE 14 AND
15th.
Don't forget the dance at the
Theatre Saturday night
just after the show.
Roy
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NOTICE TO PUBLIC
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East Las Vegas,
New Mexico

ra

it

COMPANY

Room 9, First Nat'l
Bank BIdg,

All nersons knowing- them
selves to be indebted to Sir. or
Mrs. J.W.Robertson will call and
make settlement with me on or
before June 20th, 1921.
Fred S.Brown
Special Master

wtwwhw

ANDERSON BATTERY

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

Register.

Do you know you

w

Batteries tested and water free.

E.

1

J.H.Roy

Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

tcim lig

mm

a'

bmrPkiif

Land Metiers before the Department of the
Int rior Contests,,

ffT)

for

etc

FOR SALE or TRADE
962 acres of good farm land priced right to turn by owner.
.

.

fb.b.Dayton.O..

.

tIKE
valve-in-hea-

GLENN COOLEY
SPANISH AMERICAN OFFICE
NEW MEXICO
RD ( ; .

all other
plants,
t
model at $295 has the famous
Delco-Ligh-

four-cycl-

d,

air-coole-

e,

motor. It is
only one place to oil.
self-crankin-

g.

,

'

d

8

There h

It runs on kerosene, is economical and easy to operate
Years of Delco-Ligh- t
engineering
development, together with the experi-

CENTS

y 2 For

ence gained from over 135,000 users have
. combined to produce the value that is
represented in all Delco-Ligh- t
Products.

:

twenty-fiv-

e

H UBI lis I

"A

SATURDAY WE WILL

-

Write for 'catalog or come in and let us
tell you what.
-

you.

Delco-Ligh-

Delco-Ligh-

can do for

t

.betters living- -

t

ditions and pays for itself.
DELCO-UGH- T

-

?

,
;

coh- -

5

"

COMPANY

DAYTON, OHIO

C. B. STUBBLEFIELD

CENTS

styles, and sizes
Delco-Lighplants, to meet every
t
of
need of farms, Stores, country homes and
all those places where individual lighting
i
plants are a necessity.

There are

SPRINGER, N. M

....

OPEN A PACKER OF
D WIGHT'S ICE CREM
Come in and try it "

;

;

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
.

G.M.LEWIS Prop.

SPANISH AMERICAN

May 28ih, 1821.

JTCTKirby and wife,drove in
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
from Amarillo Texas last Sun
MASTER SALE
SPANISH-AMERICA- N
day, aid will probably again take up farming act on the mesa.
' Published by
Whereas, by virtue. of authoHé híl the misfortune of getrity
vested in me, special masting his foot broken when Hugh
TH3 SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Trout's Hamburger joint fell on ter, named and i ppointed by the
'
court in a ceitan judgment and
it near Dalhart.
Frank L. Schultz Editor."
decree made and rendered on
Wm, G. Johnson Associate Editor.
the 11th day of May, A.D. 1921,
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
by the District Court in and for
Ad-dFancy Comb : Extracted Honey the county of Mora, wherein
Rkiistichruauukst?, w
Robertson, was plaintiff, and
For sale ly the case
John W. Robertson, was defeneitira ai síj)il jIuj mrtr, atfii it Ti ;s ia R17. New Mexico
and in 5 gal. cans
dant, said cause being numbered
2784. on the Docket of said
Retailed by all ,
Charter No. 11058
Reserve District No. 10
Leading Grocers court, I will offer for sale and
sell on the 20th day of June,
Italian Bees and Queens
Report of condition of
A.D. 1921, between the legai
hours of sale thereof, to wit,
.FIRST NATIONAL BANK
P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex. between the hours of 10 o'clock
A.M. and setting of the sun, at
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business en
public auction, to the best and
April 28, 1921.
Dependable Battery Service, highest bidder for cash in hand,
no property to be removed until
RESOURCES.
all work guaranteee.
Loans
full settlement is made thereof,
discounts,
$244,826.10
J. E. Busey Company.
all of the property, both real and
Overdrafts, unsecured
5.66
personal belonging to the Addie
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.:
5.307.83
Furniture and Fixtures
Robertson; and John W. Robert1,850.00
I have located in Roy and
o art a
Cash in vault
son, and will be sold at the Roexpect to make it my hcrce.
Net amount due from national banks
bertson home east of Roy, near
1,695.56
Net amounts due from banks, bankers, and trust
the Pleasant View School House.
I am a painter, paper hancompanies in the United States
1,750.40
ger and decorator.
Those "
LIST OF REAL ESTATE
Checks on other banks in the same city or town
wishing
any
thing
done
in
as rt porting bank
2,247.72
these lines, call on me and
School Section 16. in Town
Other assets, if any, Interest earned uncollected . .
7,471.51
will guarantee yeu absoluship 27 north, Range 27 east,
te satisfaction.
".
Total
containing 640 acres, being an
$273,729.33
I will appreciate your business agricultural lease from the State
and treat you right.
of New Mexico, with an unexpiLIABILITIES.
W. H. McANALLY.
Capital stock paid in
red term of four years, together
:
50,000.00
'
Roy,
New
Mexico.
with
all improvements thereon ;
Surplus fund
10,000.00
320 acres of land, fee simple tiUndivided profits
... . . .
$10.613.35
tle, being the west half of SecLess current expenses, '
5,596.11
5,017.24
tion 28, in Township 20 north,
Net amounts due to National banks
14,965.25
Range 27 east, with all improveIndividual deposits subject to check
118,604.64
ments thereon.
Certificates of deposit (other than for money
1

FATJO'S HONEY

k

ie

.

Bank
With

It
pays'

.

The FIRST NATIONAL

Fatio Apiaries

The dnly Ncfional Fank in ihc
Counftj Its many safeguards for the
Peoples money: Its large capiial and
surplus.. Its alert Board of Directors.
Its conservative policg are for Your

Protection

Notice

Under U. S. Government
Supervision

rr rr

Capital & Surplus $60,000.
Jl Good Bank For Everyone

Geo E. Cochrane

borrowed)
Bills payable, other than with Federal Reserve
Band (including all obligations representing money borrowed other than redisc-

43,422.65

ounts)
Liabilities other than those above stated, Inte- -'
rest collected unearned

'!:":''..:':

Total

30,000.00

THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

v

at side.

Dates at this office.

1,719.55
$273,729.33

.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

,

-

;

;

.

.

.

:

Dry cows.

1

Milk cow, no calf.

3
9

Yearling Heifers.
Yearling Steers.
Work- Horses, -- weight
-

above-name-

'

.'CI

2. Work Mares,

weight

Pounds.
Pony Mare,

weight

1200
1

I am letting contract for a cement floor in my Garage, which
amounts to about 4500 square
feet, specifications as follows
4 inch grouting, 1 inch face, gr'
utmg 2 parts, sand 3 parts, rock
(crushed to 2 in.) 1 part, cement
top

sand

part cement.

1

Contractor to furnish all mate..
nal, or I will furnish rock (not
crushed) sand and water, give
figures both ways.
Hart, Architct, and said' build.Send bids sealed to R. A Pen
ing tobe built at Mora, New dleton, Roy,
New. Mexico. Bid
Mexico within said County of wjfl be-- opened
June 1st lfl2i
''
Mora.

1200 pounds.

State of New Mexico, County of Mora; SS.
I have bought out Mr, Lea- 1, C. L. Justice, Cashier of the
d
bank, do so- therman's interest in the water
lemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my business and will furnish water
:
knowledge and belief.
at 20c per barrel in tank .lots,
Justice, Cashier.
and 25c in . single lots. ,, Leave
Correct Attest:
orders at the Fairview
F. S. Brown,
H. E. Jones
.
G. R. Abemathy
James W. Johnson Jr.
v
:

'

3

2

Sealed proposals will be rece
ived by the County Board of Education of the County of Mori;
few Mexico, m the office of Mrs;
Grace Ogden, President of the
said Board, Mora, New Mexico
up to 12 o'clock noon, the 6th
day of Junee, 1921, for the construction of a Public Sehóol House, according to the Plans "and
Spefications prepared ' by E.W,

with calves

12 Milk cows

NOTICE.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

LIVESTOCK.

800 Pounds.

Black Filley, 3 yrs. old..
Unbroke Mule, 3 yrs old
1 Registered Polan China
Sow, wt. 300 pounds.
' ' 12
Shoats, wt. 100 pounds
;
ÍÓ0 Chickens;
1
1

at P. M.
A certified check made iiaya:'
ble .to the said County Board of .Father Vachon made" a busi
Directors.
Education, amounting to 3 per-- . ness trip to Dawson the "first
Attend the dance
Subscribed aid sworn to before me this 11th day of May, 1921.
v.vr, cent of the proposal submitted, of. this week. ,.; : .i-;
Wm. B. Humphries, Notary Public.
(Saturday) at the Roy Theatre.
must accompany eacn bid as
(olLAL)
FORD TOURING CAR
My commission expires Feb. 24, 1924. Good music and a good time. ;
J udge Chavez of Union Co.
good running order, 1916 model a guarantee that thé corif ractói
will enter into á contract' and was trading with ithevRoy mer- furnish a good süréty bond to chants the. first of the week. '
Yi Interest in ,10-2- 0
Mogul
be. approved Jby the said Board
'
Tractor. J'
Í
in the sum of. 33 &13 ner cent rV AiS, Hartson cáiine down from
.Jj In.terest in
pise Har
of the amount of said proposal Springev'tfié first', of. the week-v- ;
.TOW.' ; '
for the construction of said buil- to spend á fev days , with - his t
Vi Interest in 4 Disc P. &0.
ding. ..The Board hereby"reser-- ' family:fcéié.
Tljactor PlOW.Vv
t
ves
to
any
right
reject
'
and
the
ROY, NEW MEXICO. Saturday May 28th, 1921.
NOTICE.C-'-'I
i )'
an bids. - :
'
4 Empty Oil Barréis,
We
are
now
to .build
'ready
specifications
and
Plans
can
1 Hay Rake, 10 Foot.
be seen at. the office' of Mrs. that fire proof house or
1 Low arm Truck with box,. .
Grace Ogden, President of 'safé for; you, out of cement steam '
1 Moline 3 4 Wagon.
of Education at the Coári-- ' cured blocks or brick,: both face
Board
1 Food Grinder.
D AlsíB Y
ty
House, Mora, New or common finish. This is the
Court
1 John Deer Cultivator.
hollow wall svstem which tnoane
'pvico.
,
1 Two section drag harrow,
a dry house, we also do General
oí
County
of
Board
Education
1 Little Jap Cultivator.
th County of Mora, New Mexico. Contracting and Carpenter and
1 Moline corn sled. .
Mill work.
By Mrs. Grace Ogden, '
1 Walking plow, 8 inch, .....
Roy cement Products Co. ...
'
County
Mora
President,
1 Five tooth cultivator.
John H. Horn baker, Prop.
Board of Education!
'
Interest 5 foot McCor- Roy, N.M.- v(;.j
Attest:'
CAN
2Vfclb
PLUMS
....
26c
f
mick Mower.
Mrs. Addie Cassidy
1 Fairbanks pumping engine
Miss Grace Barker. PrinrinsI
2i2Ib CAN PEACHES.
27c ,
2 Sets leather work harness
Secretary, Mora County
of the Santa Rosa schools, was V;
22lb CAN BLACKBERRIES . .; . . . . . . . , . 27c
with collars.
''
Board, of Education. visiting at the Edgar Floersheim
1 DeLaval Separator No. 5
nome the iirgt of this week
1 Grindstone.
A GOOD HIGH GRADE FRUIT
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Hanson
2 Wood water barrels.
Alex Holmes and familv. of
returned from a few days visit
ANOTHER NEW
1 Fairbanks gas engine.
Montoya aré visiting relatives
with relatives at Santa Rosa.
;
2 Wash tubs.
in and near' Roy this week. .
ARROW
Ray Bt Carr has been work
1 Scoop.,We will be closed all day Monday May 30th.
Í.
ing on the Hoffman home north r Tell your Dental troubles".'
2 Galv Iron Stock tanks.
, of town the past few weeksj Ray Dr.. Murdock; who will be .in".,
80 Fence Posts.
u
hád á contract to rush it thru Roy June 5th to 11th. Be sure ;;
When it comes to collar syfes
GOODS
ALL HOUSE-HOLin a huny,'and is now working and see Kim if you need dental
TOO NUMEROUS TO
look for the ARROW brand
T :I
n
on uic.iiiueriy
uarage.
wont done,
g
'a:
ITEMIZE.
.
as it gives you the lates);..;
Every article and piece of property both personal and real
now. belonging to Air. and Mus.
tlji
Robertspny will be sold at. this
sale without reservation.- .
unless
UnionalL
it's
It isn't a
.

To-nig-

ht

w

'

-

f

.

-

;
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FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS
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Look at These Prices

.

"

.

r)

Arrow
Collars

;

.

.

,

.

-

,

.
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DECORATION DAY

;

D

J.1

X

...

,

I

.

-

1

.

"

NOTICE

-

.

-

ájlk

Fred S. Brown1

a LEE.

Special .Master.
'

....LEE

:

and the
"T

finest

.

materials

and

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

;'.

OUR

:

,

careful workmanship goes into the garments
If

A. Kidd)

Mr. Thompson, the contractor
who has the school house contract, was. .a business visitor in
Roy the first of the week.

Whether they are for men or
boy's, the same

andiiírs. A.

daughter Miss Celita, were in
Roy the first of the' week.' They
have moved to their ranch north
of town for the summer.

Unionalls and Overalls
,

Mr

!

are made to fit and wpar.

'f'f :

--

SPECIAL PROPOSITION

Attend the Decoration ' Day
exercises in Roy next Monday.

are

usVd.

f

ié.M

á

After you once wear a LEE.
yóu will always insist on LEE
work clothes.

Dpn'i ferget the Roy Chau:
tauqua June 14th to 18th. Get
your season tickets now.
R. F. Moore, is here frorh Ca

lifornia, visiting his daughter

jMrs:' McNeil .andj. also

;

,

his nev
.

HAIL INSURANCE
;

'

v

1-

-

McCarger & Hooper
RO 1. NEW MEXICO.

I

.

.

Hugh

Trout esme in from Te
xas last rSuñdáy.!ftñd' wiil tpttid
a. lew weeks pn the rirsa.
.

Address all inquiries to;

'

J.VWE INSl

ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

THE
Mora County Normal Inswill begin next week May
continue to June 24th.
in the school rowill be
Convent of the Sistoms
ers of Loretta in Mora and not
ices to this effect have been mai-- ;
led to all the teachers and prospective teachers in the county.-Thfinal arrangements could
not be completed in time for
earlier announcement.
A two weeks session of the
Institute wiil be held at Roy,
June 27 to July 9th, for the accommodation of those who have
rights to its institute which have been payed for before the division of the county. This feature has been delayed but finally
received the sanction of the State Supt. and will be caried out.
Mrs. Leona Logue, well known
in N.M. educational cirvles, will
conduct the Institute and Miss
Anna Pankartz, of La's Vegas,
will be the Instructor. Institute
fees wil be $2.00 on enroling and
examination' fees, $1.00
Candidates applying for tea

The
titute
County Seat 30th
and
It
News 7 of thehe'd

State of Ne-- Mexico
Certificate of Comparison

Items of Interest
From bur Mora
Correspondent
(Ir'viii'Ogfle'ri Sr'Correposndent)
Rain, every day and several
times a day. has been the weat-!u- r
program at Mora the pist
weelf and it is still at it. No one
complaining of dry weather now.
The worst storm in years is
reported from Buena Vista, Mon.
P.M. covering the lower Cebollo
valley and across part of the
La Cueva tract as far as Lucero.
Hail and rain fell in torrents
and the concrie culverts along
were washed
the new high-wa- y
cut and damaged seriously several of them in the path of the
storm.
Henry Laumbach, reports several rods of his fence in a draw
carried away by the flood of
water and ice and drifts two
feet deep in many places, still
Tuesday noon. He had to shovel
paths ftom the doors f his house
to get cut after the storm, and
the Mora river, '.at the scene Of
the storm, was at high flood.
The road out from Mora is
not in condition now to attract
travel and we are staying, at. e
pretty closely, "unless obik
ged to drive. ,
The leadinsr social event for
:
'jLi
l
i
i me wtiiK, wtte tire i;iaiiii&c vi
Miss Refugia ("Cuca") Rudolph
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milnor Rudulph, to Mr. Jose
Florence, of La; Cueva. - The ceremony was at the Ca- -

United States of America
.1

HARDING COUNTY
ABSTRACT COMPANY
(No. 10981)

with the endorsements thereon,
as same appears on file and on
record in the office of the State

"''-'-

.

tlj

-

:

,;

JT

prcramísmday aftesrwonwihll
;ah;rar.i- eh is seldom equalled
ool ianywtere. The pjasgrannwas
.ihel&at'.the Court Home, and tthe

--

belongs on a plane maybe above
the comprehension of the aver
age juror, but where it brings,
for all that. Hasten tW day wh
eh Justice will be Derni'itited irei
who can compass the .ih'ídea'.
Mí. Davies outhneá
(The, "fact that Mr.
i now
ui a hospita maergoir a., sen-ouoperation, nd iwwa which
their is little chance &r his recvery adds interest to Ms words)
''.Gentlemen tíf the jtiisr, you may
Bot realize the importance of the
dutydevolwtee tupan jyáu, but I
ivant to remind yoü that by some
oinnipotemt 310 wet, ÜarÚ. ;His permissive wü, you twelve men have, been diesen by'ilaw, as were
the twelve AjosttesHe chose fco
ou
be the messengers era God.
come here ñato ifhte jury.'box. to

iávs

s

.

-

l

self-denia-

An account in the Citizens State Bank
offers a fair retum, on the money, coupled with absolute se
curity. . A small de- posit will start one

o--1

'

'

phn..

are-Del- ia

"

'

-

-

s

taa-there:.

MiUsNew M exico

WE HAVU

Free Air and all the accessories

thereto to the
accciEtodiations in our garage.
REMEMBER WE EMPLOY ONLY EXPERT
GUARANTEE

Y

r

;

us a'chaitce and be conviuceJ.

Give

'

ALL OF

v

OUR WORK.

'

'

THE SERVICE GARAGE
SPARK PLUG SPECIAL

.

BETHLEHEM SPARK PLUGS FOR FORDS

75 CENTS
1

"r

Other sizes 90c

THIS IS A PLUG" THAT IS GUARANTEED.

late model Fords aré equipped

All
--

-

Í

T'

Dai:k.P.lugW

with Bethlehem
'"

t't

't

RAYMOND PENDLETON & GERALD DQDDS

únfi,

9 shares,

Mexico,

,$900.00.

r

J

Aáicle VI
Term: The temí for which
this corporation shall exist is
fifty (50) years.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF We
have hereunto set our hands and
seals this 15th day of March
'

r Thresh Your Own With an Ideal

:

:

1

-

AND

MECHANICS,

--

:

,

CITIZENS STATE BANK

to

istate;and personal property
cated in the State of New Mex;
"
' r'
ico.
2- To transcribe and certify
to any aw3. all instraments of
record in any county in the State
and to furnish suela transcriptions and certificates for use in
any new county aiew or hereafter creáíEd or organized, and all
other matters m connectionn
thereváfih, and in particular to
do and furnish .afl such matters
and this?gs in asnection with
and for use in tthe County of
Harding.
3- 3 act as agent for insurance ucompanies, and to solicit
arid reocáve applications forffire,
casualty, plateglass, boiler, elevator, accident, 'health, burglary
rent, odit and life insurance
and all (Other kinds of insurance;

l.

vicinity of the old ' and reliable method
of saving money.

'

!

.

It is the purpose of this advertisement to remind the '.wage earners of this

We, the undersigned, citizens
of the United States of America.
do hereby associate ourselves
together into a corporation un
der and by virtue of the provi
Article IV.
Capital Stock:
The amount
sions of the laws of the State oi
New Mexico, and for that pur of the total authorized capital
pose do certify as follows:
tock of this corporation
is
Twenty-fiv- e
Article 1.
Thousand Dollars
The name of this ($25,000). divided into two hun
NAME:
corporation is Harding County dred and fifty (250) share's of
Abstract Company.
the par value of one hundred
Article 11.
dollars ($100) each, and the
Placs of Business and Agent: amount of capital stoik fully
The location of the principal of paid in and with which this cor
fice of this corporation, m the poration shall commence busi
State of New Mexico, Í3 at the ness shall be two thousand colTown of Mosquero, in the Ctran lars (?2,000).
iy of Harding anoVState of New
Article V.
Mexico, and the name 01 the
Natnes, Addresses and Shares
'
agent therein and in charge of Incorporators : .The
thereof , and upon whom process and postoffice addresses farces
of ,,th
against this corporation. mAy be incoiTOratorspf this corporaticr
served, ' is Charles ,Vv Strong.; and the number of shares sub
Mora,
scribed by each, the 'aggregate
:
Article III. ;r- - :;M
1
of which is
thpusand dollars
Business? The objects for ($2,000), are as follows:
which thig corporation
Chares U. Strong,! , iMora, New
;
are: j;
.,
;
' v 1., shaie. $100.00
Mexico-- ,
1
'
R.New
Walter
uKVCr;o
.
of title Z realM
tifyI to
.iB .h..Wíinnftnn
-;

r

n?r0.

room was.packed to aaf f ocafiian,
atowst, wefeh interested 'friends.
A.D. 1921.
,
Marv perform 'ewe of. the most sacred
The graduates
Charles U. Strong
(SEAL)
Roncero,
Corina 35aria(C. de prerogratives of Ameaican citucen
'
Walter R. Copen
(SEAL)
Baca, "Isuaa Barbara Sena,HSe-n- a ship & pai4rif íHinB.achineíy f
Philip N. Sanchez ., (SEAL)
Benedicta Sena, .Anastacio God s Justice. Never m your iiv
Mary Dáiores Güsn- - es w3S yotalbe called upon to per
Truplln,
' ;
k ales andlbabel Trnjüfcj.
form a imuce acr3 function.
(Grate
t CbiuTtty
Mrs.
Supt,
Y.
State of New Mexico, )
Invlved in this case, along
Ogtfem presided, and ;the rprw
with tlhe ffiBeedomfoff the defend
)SS.
gram was (carried oatt without ants i t3aes3:eataiblem of AmCounty of Mora..
)
a hüfccVor. single caa of 'prom- erican life, ithat saa ed institotOn this 15th day of March,
pting, 'ilia- children haid beenffio ion, tíie rfétii (of ítrial by jury,
1921, before ''hie, the undersigcarefeilly itrained by tfhéir
ned, a notary public in and for
that of twilveftif yonr neighbra-fíhewsters oíímátto .rand shall statifl Saetweea the liberty to colletíb premiums, and 1 do the above state and county, pertheir assistants, that ffihéir peer? of our citiaBafi and 4he rigorsifif such 'other business as may be sonally appeared Charles U.
formsraae was withont iBtt.,lEoi-- - law- - The duSty you are now
delegated to agents by such (com- Strong, Walter R. ' Copien and
most ttfee world the; panies, and to conduct a general Philip N. Sanchez,
lowing ímojse- thán two Emui-sorreadiKrs, jeeotations.
uves 01 miitttms cal iinen. it was insurance agency and insurance ter me tbrbe the same persons
described in and who executed
ing anxS cdrllis, the pres8atation on the battlefield vOf Jiunnymead brokerage business;
af dÍTíkvrnaR ran dan urewmt nllea;!! that our forefathers wrung the .4-- To purchase, hold, íffill, the foregoing instrument, and
for thcits to "Carry on" IfcjJUrs Magna Cfaaita 4 rom the; tyf an-- ! improve, ssnd lease real sítate, each for himself and '; not one
iOgden, Mate Superinfeiilent, cal hands of KmgJfjSin, and fr-- j and mortgage .and .encumber the for the other acknowledged that
addresfeS ithe om that day Djore tSian eightt same, andáo erect, manage con; he signed, sealed and executed
John Ctewaj
ffjraduates aucL audience its
centuries pastswin tís this goodf trol, care for and máijitaiii., ex- the said instrument as his free
.act and deed.
tfhei
holácag
the people of tfihe w'orld tc
P to them
WITNESS my hand and nota
high ideal ihaitihas ' niiade Mmi whom this right lias 3ecended, their lives in the Ibattiefields oí
th.e head of Che SchooJ intesestS htcye given the fife blood of thek Prance and whose .Ibodíés ' todáv rial seal the day and year ' last
v
&ad, fa'ix sons-an,.
diiighteiE,,on the
of .N.M. and fsrssfing-whaunder the fields of Flanders above written.
Stephen Sanchez
He üd fcattUe field mám tfhe fcospital am no more entitled id the gra
he&i. acompfisbeS here
"
Notary Pubic.
either amd; thstt this right may rtssnain ai titude of their tpntryxnen than not spare the
SEAL)
".
F1&.....
tberpíillaniium
hasi
no
citi
of
that
Ameiihan
the fact
3tea
'
ire you gentlemen of.- the jury.
.hüé School building, warou$(l-l- y jenllip and to otíter isee. peo- for doing your duty as Cod gives My commission expires
Dec. 22 19Z-. '
condemned, ítiA tbe loss year- ples. In this case yon will de- you to see it."
only the gvSit or r'nno- ly by je present method of pla- cide,
Jutige D. J. Leahy.eame ur
cing a rt of school ss near as cems f these deiemam,, but from Las Vegas Friday last, anc
ENDORSED. ;,
jwssible to the pupils 3tcid of you w'iB also decide whether ihe sentenced Maraño valdez, wh
' No. 10981
'
.having a real school wüiere the saerednejsg of a verdict of a tfaxy was found guilty of manslaughCor.
Rec'd.
Vol. 7 Page 79
brought
d
safeguarded
to it is to he
and faieaeij-ve- ter at the recent term of Court
Jiildren isould he
Articles
Incoi'poration
of
inviolate in this country.
sras made plain. Su'pt Conway is
got
He
a sentence cf five to ter
- of
'
e years.
naking a strenuous tour i?f the t Yoa remember those
HARDING
COUNTS
jural
men,
mainly,
young
visitingthree
the
State
A petitiwt signed by over E0(
ABSTRACT COMPANY.
BChjX)ls where h.e can plant iht years ago donned
Uncle Sam's people asked for clemency or.
Filed
in Office of State Coiuoieed of medera thought slong uniform and marched off with act of hisaged motlier. and lor
'
Í.
ration' Commission
k
"
echoiil lines. - '
their heads" hiejd highto the
reasons.
Under sheriff, '
v
'
Mexico.
New
of
tune of martial music, to give John Wootton, took him to San
Rev. Fr. Maximo' Mayeux
ihe audience in Snanish their life blood, if necessary for
Saturday, the petition March 21 1921 -- 11:30 A.M."!,
t
A.L. Morrison,
at the opening of the program the liberty and honor of this was sent with him and'i friends
.'
country.
,
You and L who had hope he will ttill get some fur-'..
...'.r
and it is a pleasing fact that the
nvnnram vaaa nlT in F!neiih nn1 passed the age limit, envied the'
"
I
JO to EW
while most of the children were se young men, but I want to say
fwrni Vifimcfl wViotp Rnnniftfi is to ycu. ycu are performing- & no
Surveyors have completed
.....sacrea service 10 your coun- theTheswvey
We are closing out our Auto
chiafly spoken yet their English fless
of the Roy Cemetery
the- requires ' courages. r)d ',,d work will le terted at once and Tractor oils.- -'
.compares-favorablwith that ei try..-.;I- t
'(M fen- -.
the
other schóojs who ppeafc orOy the ihanliocd for you to dp.y.wr du---

fi

'

r

--

Notwithstanding
the many attempts
to make saving easy
-- sort of "painless
extraction methods
))- - saving is hard wo- Each dollar sa
ved repsesents one
hundred cents of
.

mely:
(a) To purchase, sell, dispose of and deal in personal property of all kinds;
(b) To enter into, make, perform and carry out contracts of
every kind and for any lawful
purpose, with any person, lir.:i,
association or corporation ;
(c) To issue the cbligaticns
of the corporation from time to
time for any of the objects or
purposes of the corporation, and
to secure the same by mortgage,
pledge, deed, of trust or otherwise ;
(d) In general.to carry on
any other business in connection
with the objects and purposes
stated in this certificate, and to
have and to exercise all of the
powers conferred by the law;s of
the State ot New Mexico upon
camorations organized therein
and thereunder.

.

,

TO MAKE SAVING EASY

I

;

Corporation Commission.
In Testimony v hereof,
the State Corporation
of the
Commission
State of New Mexico
has caused this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the seal
of said Commission, to
(Seal)
be affixed at the City
of Santa Fe on this
day
of
March, A.D. 1921.
21st
chers certificates must present
Hugh H. Williams,
their 8th grade diplomas before
Chairman.
enrolling.
'
,
We wish we could turn the Attest:
A.L. Morrison, "
water that goes to waste ofi
Clerk".
our pasture every day from the
ladeveloped
have
springs that
tely, into the Roy water mains,.
We could supply a town of about
Articles of Incoiporation
i0,000' with the water we dont
of
HARDING COUNTY
need. It is a novelty for us to be
diggin ditches to get rid of the
ABSTRACT COMPANY

boys.-reeen-

The 'graduation of a class' oj
RiYcnrls.aTid a hov fiTTT.tfrftMh
was
.Gr3e:inttt Mora Schools,
;a
...t,.
Jiiw1

)

Certificate of Incorporation

--

for Denver where they viH"Íó- -

.

-

.,

.

)SS.

State of New Mexico.

It is Hereby Certified, that
the annexed is a full, true and
complete transcript of the

,
surplus.
We went to see the flume
"Jim" built whn they turned the
water in recently. We guessed
wrong on" it, the water did run
to the lower end but it wouldnt
go any further, and you code
get á shower bath anywhere
'
under t,'
We promised ; sometime- age
that we wocld send a copy oí
day morning, May Í7th,'only the part of the plea of the Hon, E.P.
lamiliesátúd a few .friends were Davies, of Santa Ffvaiitprne
present Uve bride is well kno for the Watrous
wn to many friends over, the trfed- for perjery in,,thCouri
county, She lias beeh managing here. Without discussing the
a photographic studio here for merits of the case, , m question,
some time and is cne of the four the' following, we submit at
charmrag daughters .of the
something unusual, in the plei
dulph family. Friends are ven- - of an attorney, and ,.&s settiniturinff the jguess that it will he 3 the position of Jurpr,":here .i

cn the La 'Cueva Ranch Co.
tract
a ' .,.,.j
i
j
i..
.dor Bam fwm those who know
....
'hA
hi

.

)

'

e

ho-rc-

may
ch thas matruntnuaj .in- Min-i
fectioa, but big brother
nie" scouts USie idea.

tend and alter buildings thereon ;
tp conduct a general brokerage,
agency and commission business
for others in the purchase, sale
and management of real estate,
and the negotiation of loans
thereon ; to purchase and sell
personal property, stocks, bonds
and notes, and to negotiate loans
thereon .for others, and to act
as agents for letting houses.
lands, and the collection of rents
and the payment of taxes.
In furtherance of the objects
and purposes as hereinbefore
stated, and not in limitation
thereof nor in limitation of general powers conferred by the
the laws of the State of New
Mexico, it is further certifisd
that this corporation shall have
also the following powers, na-

v

.

,

May 28th; 1921.

SFAKISH-aMEEICA-

In addition to four larger sizes of Rumely Ideal separators;
we can supply you with a small 1? x 36 Ideal designed specially for individual use.
And this small machine is identical with the larger members'
of the Ideal family in point of design, construction and quality ,
It has the same features of fast, clean threshing the same
freedom from bunching and windingthe same principle of
a steady, even flow of straw through the machine from the
time the bundle is pitched to the cylinder until, free of all
"
grain, it leaves through the stacker.
Convenience in adjusting and oiling is another big factor
in Idetl satisfaction. All bearings, concave adjustments and
regulations of the blast are on the outside of the. machine;
also ell oil and grecse cups; where you can take care of
m
i
im
them even when the Ideal
is running.
- .
There tre five sizes in all 22 x 36 up
to 36 x CO. And there is a proper tire cf
kerosene-burninoil- liféVgiitr.intced
ccolcd OilPull tractor to fit each size Ideal.
Drop in tome time end let's talk it over.
iiiiiiiiiiiii
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A pleasure to ay your losses e n keep
mtiney on the Mesa.
jjExico.r?ee L. A. VVILSON-.-..
rlo3quero, N. M
I

-
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May 28th,

SPANISH AMERICAN

MOSJÜERO IS GOING TO
"YEHn WE'RE ALL GOING operation of an
and
TO MOSQUERO THE 14th and modern hospital.
LOOK FOR YOU JUNE 14th
Department of the Interior,
Mr. Chester Cloyd has temp- AND 15th, SO DONT DISSAP-POIN15th OF JUNE AND HELP TO
In the District Court, .
Department of the Interior,
CELEBRATE THE BIRTH OF orarily rented the Martinez builCounty of Mora.
THEM.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- THE NEW COUNTY OF HAR- ding and has moved to town. He
Pete Tadusz, Plaintiff
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay;
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 DIN U.
VS.
has purchased three lots in the NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOOL
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 No. 2786
hereby
given
NOTICE
is
McNeil addition and expects to
BONDS OF SCHOOL
that
Defendant
Taduasz,
Binas
NOTICE is hereby given that Stafa
of
Tiofilo
David,
Salazar,
New
MOSQUERO
on
in
MENTIRAS
near
future.
build
the
them
NO. 24. OF THE
David,
of
Gonzales,
Noberto
To the said defendant. Stafa
Good rains at Mosquero, Sola- He is preparing to operate a dray
COUNTY OF MORA,
New Mexico, who, on April 13, Binas Tadusz, Greeting: You Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
made Homestead Entry, No. no, Roy and Mills. The only place mg and transfer outfit as soon
1918, made Homestead Entry are hereby notified
STATE OF
that a suit 023254, for SWU of Section 25, that has failed to receive it's as he gets permanantly located
No. 022863, for Ei NE4 and
,
.
NEW
MEXICO.
in Equity has been commenced
and will soon be ready for busiE12SEVÍ of Section 5, Township against you in the District Court Township 18N, Range 29E, N.M. share of rain is the Bradley
The fact that it rains ness.
19N. RansreSlE. N.M.P. Meri for the County of Mora, State P. Meridian.
NOTICE is hereby given, that
Has filed notice of intention on the just as well as the unjust Mr. Fuller is preparing to build
dian.
of New Mexico, by said Pete to make Final Three Year Proof, alike seems to be disapproved as a small house on Cedar Street. I, th undersignd Treasurer, of
Has filed notice of intention Tadusz, whereby he seeks a deMrs.F.M.Baca is erecting a stone the County of Mora, of the State
to make Final Three Year Proof, cree of divorce from said defen- to establish claim to the land it has utterly ignored that part
"
A.
described,
above
A.
past
before
country
week.
house on the same street .and of New Mexico, will offer for
of the
the
to establish claiat to the land dant upon the ground of deserWynne;
U.S.
Commissioner,
at
Dr. Daniels is remodeling ando-- sale and sell, at the Town of
respectfully
refer
matter
is
This
A.
A.
above described, before
tion, that unless you enter or
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at caused to be entered, your ap- his office in Mosquero, New l ed to the Bradley correspondent novating the. Dr. McKinney Mora, Mora County, New MeMay,
, house for his future occupancy. xico, on the 31st, dav-ohis office in Mosquero, New pearance in said suit on or be- Mexico, on the 6th day of July. for immediate attention.
A.D.
1921.
1921.
FORTY
(40)
NegoSumpton
and
Miller
Mr.
Phil
Mr.
Mrs.
and'
Yuma
of
July'.
Stutts
of
day
Mexico, on the 6th
fore the 1st, day of July, A. D. Claimant names as witnesses : have rented the old blacksmith Arizona are visiting the parental tiable Bonds of the Denomina1921:
1921, decree PRO CONFESSO
of FIVE HUNDRED
Eusebio Montano, of Albert, shop and have put in an
Wilson, home near Moequero tion
Claimant names as witnesses: therein will be rendered against
($500.00)
DOLLARS each, of
Mexico,
New
Mestas,
Juan
of
shop
and
are
forblacksmith
present.
Mrs.
was
at
Stutts
Mestas.
Juan
Salazar,
Tiofilo
you.
David, New Mexico. Juan T. now prepared to do all kinds of merly Avis W ilson nad has a ho School District No. 24, of the
Meliton Lovato and J. Olmedo
Cosme R. Garcia,
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico iron and woodwork and repair st of friends at Roy and Mosq County of Mora, of the State of
Manchego. al of David,
Clerk. and Noberto Gonzales, of David, your old plows, wagons and bug- uero
who are welcoming ner New Mexico. Said Bonds to be
D. S. Durrin
come due not less than Twenty
Mexico.
New
gies
look
until
and
they
like
new
back to the Mesa.
Paz Val verde,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Paz Valverde,
1'
work like a 1925 Ford.
Mrs. G.L. McKinney having (20) nor more than Thirty (30)
Register.
Solano, New Mexico
Register.,
Among the newer enterprises rented her town property will years after date, and redeemable
recently
PUBLICATION
started in .the county make an extended visit to her at the pleasure of the School
NOTICE FOR
seat may be mentioned the City children in Tulsa, Oklahoma in Directors of School District No.
Department of the Interior,
Cafe under the management of order to rest up from her ardu 24, of the County of Mora, of
Messrs Wilson and Bowen who ous and trying duties incident the State of New Mexico, at any
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayare now prepared to serve meals to the sicknes of her husband,the time after Ten (10) years from
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
lunches
and short orders at all Dr. McKinney who is now m a the data of said Bonds. Said
SAVE THEM BY USING
NOTICE is hereby given that
Bonds shall bear interest at the
hours of the day and night and hospital at Las Vegas.
"PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"
Luisita Sperr, of David, New
the establishment of a new real
Don't forget the Ball game at rate of Six (6) percent per anMexico, who, on April 16, 1918,
estate office under the manage- Mosquero next Sunday May 29th num, interest payable
MILTON FLOERSHEIM. Agent.
made Homestead Entry, No.
at the office of the Treament of Hubert West who has Roy will try and pile up about
Roy. New Mexico.
023168, for SEVi of Section 25,
rented the McGlothlin building 15 scores but when the count co surer of Mora County. New Me
Township
19N, Range 31E.
and secured a large list of lands mes they willfind that Mosquero xico, in the Town of Mora, New
N.M.P. Meridian,.
city property and live stock and too will have a finé bunch to the- Mexico, said Bonds will be sold
Has filed notice of intention
to the highest and besfbidder
has commenced an active advert ir credit.
to make Final Three Year Proof,
therefor,
for cash.
ising campaign under the name
Provided
Several from Mosquero attend
to establish claim to the land
of the Mosquero Land Company ed the school play at Roy last however, said Treasurer, reserabove described, before A. A.
ves the right to reject any and
and promises to do a rushing bus Friday evening.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
mess during the coming boom
Mr. W.C. Wickham has been all bids.
- at the County Seat."
his office in Mosquero, New
Don R. Casados
quite sick the past week sufferMexico, on the 6th day of July.
Treasurer of Mora
Work on the David hill which ing from an acute attack of liver
1921.
had been commenced by active ánd asthma troubles. Under the
County, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
agitation of the Booster's Club skillful care of Dr. Daniels he is
Meliton Lovato, Tiofilo Salahas been temporarily suspended rapidly recovering his former
zar, Noberto Gonzales, all of
NOTICE FOR BIDS.
during the rainy weather but state of health.
David, New Mexico, and Reyes
will be commenced again if the
personal message has been
A
Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexico.
Notice is "hereby given that
weather permits by the first of received from President Hard,
Paz Valverde,
June and earned on until the hill ing for the people who will gath- the Viilage Clerk of the Village
";1T" 7
Retrister.
'
has been placed in first class sh er on the 14th and 15th of next of Roy, New Mexico will receive
ape. A large amount 01 blasting month to celebrate the inaugur- bids un to 7 O'clock P.M. Mnn- WE ALSO IIANDLfe HARDWARE AND EVERYNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
powder and dynamite is being ation of thenew county of Hard- - day. June 6th, 1921, for the con
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
used in blasting out the rocks ing. Promises from the governor struction of a cement sidewalk
Department of the Interior,
and reducing the grades nad it of the state and various other along the following lots and parDEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
is hoped that the present work prominent state officials to be cels of land in the Village of Roy
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Claywill place it in sue a condition present 'and deliver addresses New Mexico.
Beginning at the
THIS LINE OF WORK.
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
that it will servé the public un- have also been received and one Southwest' comer of Block 42,
NOTICE is hereby given that
til the State Highway will take cl the largest crowds ever seen thence North on She west side
Frutosa Lovato, of David, New
up tthe matter and finish it ac- on the Mesa with some of our of said block. Thence East on
Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
cording to'the grade laid out by most distinguished citizens of the North side of Block 42 and
made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
the Highway Commission.
the southwest present will make Block 35, and thenise North on
IF IT IS TO BTj FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT;
No. 022980, for SW4 of Section
A surprise party and dinner this event the greatest in the the West side of BBock No. 33
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
was served at the home of Mrs. history of Northeast
New aloag lots 7, 8, 9, lflj, 11 and 12
to center of the, ;Wst side of
N.M.P. Meridian.
Ella Osborne in honor of Mr. Mexico,
j .
U
Manning Osborne and wife1 on
Has filed notice of intention
The Mentiras Club met pur said Block 33.
The bidder is to furnish all
to make Final Three Year Proof,
last Sundaythat will be long re- suant to it's constitution with
to establish claim to the land
membered as one of the mostt en- all members and officers present material for the construction of
above described, before A. A.
joyable events of the Mesa. A or acounted. for with the excep said, walk and the bidder receivWynne. U.S. Commissioner, at
bout sixtyfive guests from the tion of Fred Brown, who was re- ing the award of the 'contract
Successors to BAUM BROS.
Willi have to give bond, for the
vicinity of Mosquero and Solano ported A. W. O. Lv.
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 8th, day "of July,
in
a
dinner
were
attendance,
fine
Meeting- called to order by satisfactory performance of Ms
Roy,
New Mexico.
served that has seldom been
1921.
Paul Kingsbury and contract.
Chairman
Plans and specifications for
for the variety of good minutes of last meeting duly
Claimant names as witnesses :
things to eat and a crackerjack read by Secretary Foster.' Mo- said sidewalk are now-ofile at
Pedro J. Lovato, Meliton .Lovato, Jose B. Rael and J. Almedo
time was enjoyed by all present. tion made by Mr. Cottingham the office of the Village Clerk,
Mr. Bm Brown made a busi that he be requested to recite a and copy can be had bj applying
Manchego, all of David. New
ness trip to Tucumcari Monday poem that he Bad. recited a num- - to him for same.
Mexico.
returning Tuesday in the inter- :ber of yeara ago anal made so
Fred Sw. Brown '
Paz Valverde,
;
Register.
Major.
est of th Harding County Boost- famous that 11 was saw known
., u
er's Association who are trying and recited by toast every Attest:
FEaaik L. Schultz,
to secure some much needed bus- scholar of the public schools wis
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Village Clenfr..
iness enterprises for our little carrio''
Mr.
n
vote.
ww
town. An influential banker has Cottingham
ALL KINDS OF CEMENT WORK
Department of the Interior,
recited
then.
already been interested in put- "Twinkle,
little Star" NGTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'
ting in a. Bank in. the immediate tut received no encore and ap
Simultaneous
That's wli i do
future and it is hoped that the
Department of the Interior,,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Sansomewhat disappointed
írangemsnís already commenced peared lacle
Why not have lhat house stuccoed dow and keep ont the dust and &
ta Fe, Clayton. New Mexico.
re01 applause that
at the
may lead to the installation ot sulted. Announcement
May 17, 1921.
then "C S. LAND OFFtE at Clky-tethe same time oa?e a beautiful house to live la?
strongest
in
banks
given
that
one
of
the
New Mexico. May 16th 1921
hereby
is
NOTICE
made that t&s regalar order of
New Mexico at Mospart
of
this
NOTICE
is hereby givea tfeat
comAlbert A. Kidd, of Roy. New
the meeting would then
it can be done cheaper now and you will avoid the rush of work in tlt'i
quero.
Juan
Mestas,
of JDavid, Mew
Mexico who, on May 31, 1918,-Jun- e
for
competition
mence
and the.
'
"
On Sunday the Mosquero
who,
on
April 16; 1918
aiexico,
line later on. ,
1, 1918, Nov. 22, 1920,
punk o gar was begun. Fos
Ball team; drove up to Roy with the having mee
made
Entry No.
Homestead
made Homestead Entries, Santa
prize
tar
tko. the
SLET E, F. HENRY THE COHTMCTOR DO IT
the intention of showing the ,011
.
by teliang a ."well" .023253, for WaSWVL and. W2
Fe Sr. 035963, and Clayton Sav
a
team at Roy how to play the gre tory again, tried, by telling or.i iNWVL of Section 4f Township
for
erial Nos.
18N
at American game in uig. league
13
T,
nta Fe, NEW. Sec.
h had ;;13N, Range 31EÍ, N.MJ Meri
f
f ?í
style and mcidentlv hanging the
SWtNEVL
Clayton,
n
Mv dian.
R, 24E, and
Playei-Roy
on
scalps
the
Has filed notice, of fcteqtioa
7
ofthe
NWVi
Sec.
SE1.NW14. SWii
totem pole for a big scalp
Township
make Final Three-Yeato
Proof,
18.
Section
i
NV'SWl
llwtip N Srjndhp.z,
R. Copien, Vice Pre ident
W.
They
celebration.
at
left
Merithe
to
fAnSf
land
the
N.M.P.
KKARS
25E,
18Ñ, Range
IN
EXPERIENCE IN
9
9 VEAHS EXPERIENCE
TAXS AND COUKilY
much moise and hilarity
with
A.
A.
.described;,
above
beifeio
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
.TA
WORK.
to
dian.
WORK.
and returned silent, morose and homo
Vv ynne,
Lommissioner, at
u.b.
i iCii.'ciJiiv;u uwnn ;
lias filed notice of intention
cu
in
out of humor. A request for info aim
his office in Mosquero, New
COMPANY
ABSTRACT
to make Final Three Year Proof
while tlvs helper was gone. Now
MORA
to
brought
light
the
fact
rmatian
Mexico, on the 6th; tíay- of July.
land
to
the
claim
male,
whiteestablish
INCORPORATED.
ho had an eld
to
six
played
inniags
they
but
had
H.
in 1921.
above described, before t.
of the weather at Roy blind as a bat, that he kept
acount
on
at
pasturo which Claimant inmes as witnesses:
Foster, U'. S. Commissioner,
Complete indexes to all lands
and that the score tasn stood in adjoining Some of ua boys
Reyes Olivas, of Buyeros, New
Mexico,
bell."
wore á
Roy
of
and
two
to
in
six
favor
Mexico,
his office at Roy. New
and Tiofilo Salazar, NoCounty.
in
Mora
ABSTRACTS complied to all
who had seen the departare of
1921.
July,
of
been
intention
of
the
had
day
it
that
Gonzales
berto
and Melitpn Loon the 13th
TAXES of parties living ontsida of tli'i state uttended to.
the helper for the lunch caught vato, of David, New Mexico.
Roy,
up
15
or
score
to
the
to
run
witneses:.
as
etc.
taxes,
names
Claimant
bell
INFORMATION' furnished of assessments,
' Pas Valverde,
20 in the other three innings but the- old mule, removed the v. ell
slowly
the
went
toward
Dan Laumbactv, A. I. Burleson
and
furnished.
instruments
anv
recorded
s
privel-adgrmm of
e
Roy had been denied that
Register.
AlaJandro Maestas, and Luther UECOHI1IXO aitended to, DaeJí, Mart)iae3, etc.
on acount of the gome end- soupding the bell to make it
A in A thíin
Fill
ing too soon.Mosquero has decid- appear that the Wind mule was
Corneal, all of;Roy, New Mexico. NOTARY WORK of all kin Is exe:uted.
Wi, it,
- iiTAiil1
MUUIU, XtALi
to
slowly
the
along
grazing
put
to
weeks
ed
a
few
for
off
Paz Valverde,
with
edge of the well. by the time jju.-ij- ,
ALmaiters entrusted to us dispatched
u: nrnvors rlnlv int.piC
the proposed scalp dance.
Register. .
hearing
diswe
in
came
nl
that
at
snersed with profane commands
Dr. Daniels ha3 rented the res
idence property of Mrs. Guy L. tance we could hear my friend at Or Beck to crear out of tnar'
our busress saiicited McKinney and is fitting it up for fiho was shouting,. "Now that Wc kept it up for about an hour
Very reasonable charges.
a small hospital until better ac- dad blamed boy has gone and when we were forced to clear
comodations can be provided. He left that gate open and let that out by the return of the helper.
will be able to take care of a few old blind mule wander in here My friend believes to this day
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
and promises to soon have all and the darned old fool will fall that OT Beck, the blind mulo
AH work neatly and promptly done.
equipment necesary towards the in this well" "Hey, Beck Dam was spirited by witches around
yer old old hide get back there", that well as he could never
Located in the Old Bentley Building
AT THE OLD STAND,
and we would ring the bell a find her tracks where the
ready
getting
you
for
the
PATRONAGE
YOUR
Are
OF
SHARE
WE SOLICIT A
WITH THE LIBERTY
little close to the odge, "Oh sounas3 .01 11.
f
Mosquero,
celebraÜen
at
big
me bcu -- came iron.
the
GARAGE
- Wn. Sc.o:r.;-rstcd- t
Prop.
He would shout, "What As there were no other contesLord",
County Seat. If not you should sKfl11 T (n íf
Ne'.v Mxico.
;
Miib,
tlllt
v
tants Mr. Foster wa3 awarded
rbe, the committee assures .every falls in this well." Gol. dein-the. cigar, and. the society duly
one c. geau
01 mac
get away irom adjourned,
....
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
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FOR PUBLICATION
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WHEN you have Pump or Wind-

,

mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.
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PROMPTNESS

ACCURACY

General Blacksmith
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Machine Work,
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SHE DIDN'T DARE
TO LEAVEJIOUSE

VICTROLA OUTFITS
RECORDS

OF

LIBRARY

WITH

On

EASY PAYMENTS
Genuine Vlctrolai ai Low a

25.

Write Today for Free Literature.

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

L

In a iiQVJ size pnc.icno

MUSIC CO.
Denver, Colo.

Verge of Nervous Collapse,
Indiana Woman Was Almost
Helpless.

Author of

TXe(WlmclWtte.

.

lllurfrationi

AUTOMOBILE TIRES

HER

DISHEMEEED

FRIEEOS

A "Olympian Fabrica"
"Erie Corda"
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DRY CLEANING Garments
work
dyed any color.
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
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BALUHKAUS Prof Charles will fit you
with the most natural Toupee. Charles
Hair & Beauty Shop. 410 16th St..Denver
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Park Floral

FOR AM. OCCASIONS.
Co., 164Í Broadway.

PARLORS. Hair Goods by
Mlllicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St
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orders
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NEWSPAPERS HAVE VITAL INTER
EST IN FOREST FIRE PRE-- "
VENTION.

Denver. A burning cigarette butt
In northern Maine
beside a woods-roamay mean much to the business man
agement of the Texas Dally Bugle.
Sounds like a Joke, but Is it? The
Daily Bugle, say . specialists of the
forest service, United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, represents the
newspaper Industry dependent on for
ests for Us existence; the smoldering
cirgarette portrays forest fires caused
by human carelessness. Newpaper is
made from wood. Fires "destroy aud
lesson the supply of raw- material with
a resultant Increase in the price of pa
per stock. Hence, the relation between
the cigarette butt In Maine and the
newspaper in Texas.
This Is the day and age of newspapers. Newsprint Is a ,100 per cent
forest product, but few persons see
their next year's supply of newspapers
In a grove of trees. They do not con
nect the passing of the penny paper
with the. burning of the forests.
With only fifty million cords of
spruce left in the regions of centrali
zation of the pulp and paper industry
and about five and a half million cords
ground into pulp every year, the prob
lem Is simpler than "How Old is Ann?'
In spite of everything, within the
next ten years, the pulp mills will be
hard put to secure wood to keep their,
mills and machinery busy. If . And
d

-

Si

,

that Is where we all come in. "If
,we do not. burn up any of the present
supply, it will last that long. In this
national forest district, 87' per cent of
the forest fires are caused by man's
carelessness bonfires, camp fires left
burning, cigar and cigarette butts, hot
pipe ashes, engine sparks, etc.

CHAPTER XIII

Troubles Disappear When She Takes
Tanlac, and Nerves Now Are as
Steady as Can Be General

Continued.

2-&-

"Moat extraordinary," said the coroWe
"Strychnine, . doubtless.
ner.
Splendid.
Health
do much for him, I'm afraid. We
"I was on the verge of a fcollapse might try some mustard and hot waand was actually afraid to leave the ter, Mrs. Arthurs."
"Take your time, LIU" whispered
house, but I am overjoyed now at the
way Tanlac has restored my health Arthurs. "You may save your counso perfectly,1 declared Mrs. Cora M. try a long board bill.'' But Lillian
Jackson, 504 Mulberry St., Terre Arthurs' abhorrence of Gardiner's perfidy had been overwhelmed In a wave
Haute, Ind.
"I was almost a nervous wreck, and of sympathy for a suffering fellow beat times for anyone to even talk to ing. She hurried to the kitchen, while
Even at the men of the party filed down the
me upset me completely.
night I could not get easy and quiet stairs and out into the yard. John
hardly able Harris was the last to leave the
and would lie
to Bleep at all, and often Just got up house, and he walked slowly, with
bare, bowed head, Into the group who
out of bed, I was so restless. Nerv
ous headaches often came on me and were excitedly discussing the amazing
frequently lasted for days at a time. utnr events had taken. He took no
Then I had rheumatism so bad in my part in their conversation, but stood a
deep In his own
oints I was almost helpless. My legs little apart, plunged
'
and elbows hurt fearfully and some Inward struggle.
At last he turned and called his
times I Just ached all over. There
Beu-lahseemed to be no relief for me, ray wife In the kitchen door. "Bring
said.
he
was
friends were all worried and I
The two women Joined him. At
almost disheartened.
But. happily for ' me. one of my first Harris stood with face averted,
friends suggested that I try Tanlnc. but in a moment he spoke in a clear,
never will forget how I began to quiet voice.
"I haven't played the game fair with
Improve and now I think It Is wonderful, that I am feeling so well and you two," he said, "and I want to say
strong. My nerves are Just as steady so now. Perhaps it would De truer
as can be and I haven't a rheumatic to say that I played the wrong game.
years have proved it was
pain about me. I am In Just splendid Twenty-fiv- e
health and wish everybody knew what the wrong game. Now, without a
penny, I can start Just where I starta grand medicine Tanlac Is."
ed 25 years ago. The only difference
druggists
leading
by
Is
sold
Tanlac
Is that I am an old man Instead of a
Advertisement.
everywhere.
young one. I'm going to take another homestead and start again, at
Doubtful Compliment,
"Speeding the parting guests," might the right game, If Mary will start
be described as one of the negative with me."
She put her hand In his, and her
virtues of hospitality. A woman
eyes were bright again with the fire
rather overdid the part recently.
"You know there is only
to some vis of youth.
She was saying good-bitors who had long outstayed their wel one answer, John," she whispered.
Harris called Travers over from the
come.
"It was so sweet of you to let us group of men.
"There's one thing more," he con-- ,
stay so long," said they with effusion.
"Oh, I'm so glad you have been," she tinued. "When I started I had only
a wife to keep, and I don't intend to
replied wiflf obvious relief.
take any bigger responsibility now.
Allan will be having a homestead of
his own. Jim Travers, I am speaking
to you! I owe you an apology for
some things and an explanation for
some things, but I'm going to square
the debt with the only gift I have

an't

wide-awak-

e,
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Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never

Suspect

It

left"?

The light breeze tossed the hair of
Beulah's uncovered head, and the
light of love and health glowed In her
face and thrilled through the fine
symmetry of her figure.
Judging: from renorts from' dniRiziits
"Take her, Jim," he said.
with
direct
constantly
touch
in
who are
"She is a goodly gift," said the
the public, there is one preparation that
Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.

has been very successful in overcoming
The mild end healing
these conditions.
is
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
soon realized.
It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success. y
As examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
to many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
Urge majority of those whose applications Are declined do not even suspect
that tney have the disease. It is on tale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to teat this
great preparation send ten eents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bit tie. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Must See It and Go One Better.
"What a beautiful ring!"
"Yes." said the girl. "It. was an engagement ring, but the engagement Is
Dog Drops From Plane.
broken."
"Aren't you going to send It back?"
Itantoul, 111. "Bing," a' fox terrier,
"Of course. But I want to keep It
para
made a descent of 1,500 feet in a
long enough to let the next gentleman
chute from an airplane at Chanute see what he Is expected to live up to."
field.
Vhens"Bing" landed he worked
Boston Transcript.
himself free from his harness, over
Cuticura Soothes Baby Rashes
came another dog sent to prevent his
Itch and burn with hot baths
That
headquarto
onward journey and ran
Soap followed by gentle
Cuticura
of
ters with a message carried In a pouch anointings of Cuticura Ointment.
'
per
suspended from his neck. The
Nothing better, purer, sweeter,, espeformance was to show the practica- cially if a little of the fragrant Cutibllity of using dogs to carry messages cura Talcum Is dusted on at the finish. 25c each everywhere. Adv. .
when an airplane Is unable to land.

ft

Irwin

Cccnpight.All Elgfita Resented

Embarrassing Questions.
To Fight Prohibition With Fish.
Now when the mortality rate of
Washington. Spain is going to fight grandmothers, etc., Is about to reach
prohibition with fish- - Norway has its peak, one firm, a large employer
feelpassed a law prohibiting Imports con of boys, and evidently with some
ing for grandmothers, has Inaugurated
al
per
12
cent
of
taining more than
application blank
an employment
cohol, and as a result Spain plans a which cnlls for full and detailed inprohibitive duty on fish Imported from formation regarding the health of
Norway, according to advices to the their relatives.
New York Evening
Department of Commerce. Similar ac Post.
tion is being considered by other winethe dispatch
producing countries,
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influadded.
conditions.
by
constitutional
enced
MEDICINE Is a
HALL'S CATARRH
Tonic and Blood Purifier. By cleansing
College Girla Take Factory Jobs.
the blood and building up the System,
Denver. Eighteen college girls from HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE restores
conditions and allows Nature to
Kansas and Colorndo will become shop normal
do Its work.
Circulars free.
and factory workers and domestic
All Druggist.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
servants for six weeks In Denver this
knowledge
summer to gain first-hanTwo Innocents.
as to how the unskilled working girl
Cop (surprising footpad at work)
lives.
The eighteen coeds will seek
Ah, that's the second time I've caught
Jobs .in laundries, garment shops.
'
you redhanded.
doIn
candy and cracker factories and
(calmly puffing cigar) What's
Crook
mestic service to learn the problems
de matter? I got me license.
Of girls who have been forced Into In
Cop Don't pretend Innocence; you
spe
dustry without the advantage of
there's a law against smoking
know
cial training or higher education.
on Sunday! California Tellcau.

Catarrh

d

.

young man reverently.,.
"You think so now," said her father.
"You know nothing about it In twenty-fyears you will know Just how
ive
great a gift she Is or she will not he
worthy of her mother."
Harris and his wife were gazing
with unseeing eyes Into the mountains
when Arthurs handed them a letter.
"It came in the mil which the boys
brought out this morning," he said,
"and I forgot all about It until this

minute."
Harris
It was from Bradshaw.
opened It Indifferently, but the first
few lines aroused his Interest, and he
read it eagerly to the end.
"My dear Harris," it ran, "on receipt of your telegram I Immediately
opened negotiations through my connections looking to the sale of your
farm with Its crop and equipment,
complete as a going concern. I succeeded in getting an offer of the $40,-00-0
you set on it. and had all the pa
pers drawn up, when I discovered that
among us we had made a serious omission. You will remember that, a good
many years ago, when you were taking on some fresh obligations, you
transferred the homestead Into your
wife's name.' I'assured the purchaser
that there would be no difficulty about
getting title from your wife, but as all
the buildings we on the homestead
quarter he would agree to nothing better than paying $20,000 for the rest
of your land, leaving the homestead
quarter, with the buildings, stock and
Implements out of the transaction. As
his price seemed a fair one for the
balance" of the property, and as I assumed your need of the money was
urgent, I closed a deal on that basis,
cashed the agreement and remitted
the proceeds to you at once by wire.
I trust my actions In the matter meet
with your approval.
"Yours sincerely.
"GEORGE BRADSHAW."
'

ftjfrt'

moment the doctor came rushing oat
'
of the house.
"Gardiner's gone!" be exclaimed,
as he came up to the men.
Some of the- - party removed their

hats.

GAR ETTE

,

"Oh, not that way not that way!"
exclaimed the doctor. "I mean he's
gone skipped beat it, If you understand. Most extraordinary 1 I was1
taking his pulse. It was about normal,
and he seemed resting easier, so I
slipped downstairs for the antidote.
When I went back I was only gone a
moment there wasn't a sight or sound
of him."
Sergeant Grey conducted a swift
examination, not of Gardiner's room,
but of the one in which Allan was lying. He was rewarded by finding the
little slip of paper, with a few crystals of powder still clinging to It The
coroner examined the crystals through
his magnifying glass; then, somewhat
dubiously, raised them on a moistened
finger to his tongue, and after a moment's hesitation swallowed In an impressive, scholarly fashion.
"Saccharum album 1" he exclaimed.
Most extraor
"Common white sugar
1

10 for 10 cto MANY smokers prefer
They'll find that
this compact package oftea

Lucky Strike Ggarettes
will just suit them.

Try them dealers now
carry both sizes: 10 for
lOcts; 20for20cts.

It's Toaof ed
Accident Averted.
B. Frix of Richmond, Va., who
Is organizing the National Teachers'

J.

Flying High.

"This civil service stuff about
seems rather Intricate."
"What is it?"
"Examination for a government
math-eroallc-

Training association, says that a little
negro whom the other called "Young
Louisville Courier-JournaBird" on account of the size of his chnuffeur."
window. It was only an eight-fodrop to the soft earth, and to the po mouth, was standing on the railroad
liceman there was no longer any mys- track, and another one called out:
Minds of too many men are filled
tery in Gardiner's disappearance. The "Hey dere, boy, git off dat tract Ef
de engineer would come along end with useless knowledge.
mock suicide was a carefully-planneruse to be employed by Gardiner if the see dat mouf of yone, he'd think ll
There are 12,000,000 negroes in the
was a car shed and run his train right
worst came to the worst
United States.
"I want all of you men, and a horse in."
for each," said Grey, quickly, turning
upon them like a general marshaling
his officers. "There are a dozen different trails he may follow, and we must
put a man on each. I will give Immediate pursuit, In the hope of riding
hlra down before he can throw us oft
When you get "run down" it impurities, a vegetable medicine
the scent and I will leave It to you,
merely means your system is dis- like S.S.S., which has served thouMr. Arthurs, to organize the posse and
ordered, working poorly. If the sands thus in the last half cen- scour the whole country until he Is lodisorder stays small, you may re- tury.
cated."
main Just "run down."
But if it
Get S.S.S. from your druggist
Grey knew that the main road, If
gets worse, you are
right now. Then write
followed far enough, dwindled into a
downright sick.
us about your condition,
pack trail, which in turn semed to lose
Don't wait until your
Itself In the fastnesses of the mounaddressing Chief Meditains, but in reality opened into a pass
"run down" condition decal Advisor, 848 Swift
leading through the range. He gave
velops into real illness.
Laboratory, Atlanta,
Gardiner credit for knowing as much,
Start today toning your
Georgia. We'll send
and concluded that the fugitive would
system with an A- -l blood
you medical counsel
through
the
make a bolt straight
remedy to drive out the
free.
mountains.
An hour's hard riding brought him
DID NOT WORK WELL
Into a tremendously rough country, SARAH KAD GENTLY HINTED SYSTEM
where the trail at times was nothing
more than a narrow defile or ledge, Remark Might Have Led Beau to Englishwoman Found Some Disadvantages In Giving Instructions In
Imagine She Disapproved of
and sheer walls of rock rose thouthe Sign Language.
His White Clothes.
sands of feet above, their giant edges
cutting the blue sky like the teeth of
An English lady was talking about
Mrs. Morgan had a colore'! maid
a mighty saw. Far below, a ribbon of
green and white, the river rolled In its n'iraed Sarah. One Sunday afternoon her cleverness in getting a Russian
canyon. Here and there a thin stream the mistress saw Sarah's lover leaving servant. "She can't speak a word of
of water sprayed down the mountain the house clad in a suit of white flan English, and I can't speak Russian,"
side, cutting a damp, treacherous belt nel. A little later, when the maid ap she finished. "But how do you manage, then?" asked her friend. "Oh,
across the trail. But at one such spot peared, her mistress said:
I Just wave my
"Sarah, that beau of yours should It's nulte slmDle.
Grey's heart leaped within him, for
there, unmistakably clear In the thin never wear white. He Is so black that hands about aud make faces, and If
oll and soft rock, were the marks of white clothes makes him appear all she doesn't quite understand, she goes
a horse's shoe, not an hour old. A the blacker. Why don't you give him off and does something else, so all
the work eets done In time." Later
few minutes later he saw Gardiner a hint?"
"Why, Mis' Morgan," said Sarah, on the friend called, hoping to catch- swinging round a spur of rock half a
with animation, "I done give him lots a glimpse of the Russian treasure,
mile further up the pass.
,
Suddenly, at a turn in the path, his ob hints, but he Jes' natterly ain't got and found the mistress in tears.
"That dreadful Bolshevik," she walled.
eye caught a sight which made him no sense an' didn't take 'em."
"Probably you didn't make the hints "She came up to ask what she was
throw his horse back on his tracks. A
to do next, and I made scrubbing mosheer precipice fell away a thousand strong enough," said the mistress.
"Well, no'ra, dat's jes' what I think tions, meaning the kitchen floor, of
feet below him, and beetling cliffs cut
off the sky above.
Across the path myself," agreed Sarah, reflectively; "I course, and she did it on my lovely
trickled a little stream. And there In don't belleveI did.. . I jest looks at polished dining table Instead, and it
the stream, so clear they could not be him right hard, an' I says, 'Niggah, is absolutely ruined! And now she's
misread, were the marks cut by a yo sho' do look like a black snake sulking in the kitchen, smoking my
horse's feet sliding over the preci- crawlln' out ob cream, you do ! Thet's cigarettes, and I can't make her un-1"
jes' all I says to him, Mis' Morgan. derstand that she's not to take them
pice.
The policeman dismounted carefully. Dat's all."
U .,. ,
There was scarcely room for him to
Girl He Was Looking For.
pass his horse on the narrow ledge.'
ha
"Why are you so pensive?"
Ever.
Funny
as
As
Where the stream had worn it it
asked.
long
muHe had one of those
sloped downwards at an uncomforta"I'm not pensive," she replied.
of the kind that. If you
ble angle. He knelt beside it and stachesone
"But you haveu't said a word for 20
presbirthday
liira
buying
a
been
had
s
traced the marks of the
years ago, you would have minutes."
with his finger. They led over the ent a few
"Well, I didn't have anything to
thought
a mustache cup the first
of
edge.
Inches down the
Eighteen
say."
thing.
mountain side was a fresh scar where
"Don't you ever say anything when
Everybody had been making fun of
steel had struck a projecting corner of
you
have nothing to say?"
it, so one Sunday morning he shaved
rock.
'
"No," she said.
get
person
look
a
to
off.
The
first
it
A thousand feet below the green
"Will you be my wife?" he asked.
years
was
Up
20
a
in
upper
his
water slid and swirled In the bed of at
neighbor girl about the age of four.
the canyon.
Most men find it easier to get in
she came into the house she said:
As
THE END.
"Oh! Mr. Bowin, you look just as debt than to get out, but some are unable to get In at all.
funny as ever."
Has 350 Species of Birds.
Costa Rlcn Is about the srnie size
as West Virginia, but over 650 species
of land birds have been found In that
American, republic,
little Central

dinary I"
But Sergeant Grey was at the open

l.

d

"Run Down" People Easy Prey
To Serious Disease

.

,

shoe-calk-

whereas, In all America north of Mex
Ico only some 500 species are known.
And In the Andean region," within an
even smaller area, a larger number of
birds has been recorded than from
Costa Rica. In Andenn Colombia, for
example, expeditions of the American
Museum of Natural History actually
secured specimens of over 1,150 species of land birds, or more than twice
as many as exist In the United States,
In tropical
Canada and Greenlnnd.
South America birds are practically
They are, therefore,
nonmlgratory.
continuously subjected to tho Influences of their surroundings and do not
ml with birds from other localities-t-wo
factors of the utmost importance
In the, erolutlon of species.

Harris placed the letter in the
hands of his wife. She tried to read
it, but a great happiness enveloped
her as a flood and the typewritten
characters seemed to swim before her.
"What does It mean, John?" she asked,
noting his restrained excitement.
"What does It mean?"
"It means that the homestead quarter was not sold after all that it Is
still yours, with the buildings, and machinery, and stock, and this year's
crop Just ready for cutting."
She raised her eyes to his. "Still
A Calumny.
ours. John, you mean. Still ours." '
The lady next door says she supIn the rapid succession of events
everyone seemed to have forgotten, or poses Lithuania I the pine' the lithllnrpirnriTpd.
But at this ographs come from. 1'nHiis Journal
GRrdiner.

Ready to Eat and
Every Dithatable

Grape Nnts
is convenient , free from waste,

and moderate in price.
Skilled blending arid long baking
bring out the full flavor and
Qualities of this cereal
richly-nourishi-

food, and make

it easy

ng

to digest.

"There's á Reason"

For sale by all

grocers

May 28th, 1921.

SPANISH AMERICAN
PALOUSE VALLEY

MOSQUERO

A Home Bank For Home People

AND

VICINITY

We are ñaving plenty of rain
Rain, rain, has been the order
and it is to wet for some farm- of the day
for several days,
ers to plant their grain.
yes, we had a root soaker and a
Mountain View school was out chip
floater, wheat is heading
last week and a nice program out and we are almost assured
evening,
Thursday
given
was
A bank account drives away worry and brings
for a bumper crop.
Quite a few from our valley
Rev. H. G. Gardner Pastor of
were out.
Mills M. E. Church, filled the
comfort. It is the beacon light pointing out the
Mae Price, Mary and Robert pulpit
M, E. Church here
Shaw
attended the play at Roy Sunday.of the
')."
V .!
His
"Tug
Friday night given by the Eigh at The Oi'e,s".subject was
congregaThe
pathway to peaceful old age. On dollar will
- ')
th grades of that place.
tion was most highly pleased
Mr. Coliver and family and
with the sermon. - Brother Card
Mr.
John- McDamels and wife
''.
start an account at our bank."
is an able preacher. He has
visited at Mrs. Mc.'s mother ner
so
power, the Gospsl, of
much
"
'
last Sunday.
Christ . He will look after the
Mi.Kohler and family spent Church
here until Dr.
Sunday evening with Mr.- and Bright work over;
We certain
comes
Mrs. Street. ,
ly would feel congratulated to
Grandma Johnson is on the
him for oar pastor.
sick list again and is suffering have
He will preach here Sunday
'
'
considerably.
evening at 8 and Sunday morn
Capital and y
Laura and Lela Brown were ing
at 1, his subject for Sunday
Surplus
Sunday visitors of Miss Mary morning
will be "The Passing
v
$56,000.00
,
Shaw.
Fashions
of thé World". Come
Mrs. Hawkins is very .sick at
out
and
him, Soiano and
hear
the Plumlee Hospital in Roy.
Bradley cordially invited and we
Mary Shaw visited Mae and shall expect you to
be here if
Price Thursday evening. you can
JVonda
MILLS
AND
VICINITY.
So come.
all.
at
LIBERTY
is
Mrs. Kohler visited at the
i
Rev. McMillen is away, we
Monday
evening.
home
Price
dont look for him back
Mrs. R.B.Shaw was not able to
The continued rains since last Our much needed rains, have
."Chester Cloyd of Solano has
Friday has been greatly apprec- been coming the last few days. come home last week.
moved to the County Seat.
iated and the wheat and grass The ground is in fine shape and
Stephen Rychlewski and Leon
DeLavel Cream
are reviving rapidly: a few, of everything looks hopeful.
Keene of Roy has moved on
ard
THE
year to pay.
, V
OIL
GAME '
the fanners were planting corn
Mrs. Geo Lewis's place to fami NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
yE.G. Parks, has been unable
i,. E. Busey Company.
before the rain and all will be
Look out girls they are batchiDepartment of the Interior,
It's Facts and Fallacies;
busy as soon as the fields are to attend to business at the bank
ng- V I:C.
McKinney,,is
J.
Mrs.
past
days,
the
eight
on
account
Promoters' Tricks Exposed;
drv enough for planting.
family
Hill
and
Walter
were
relatives in Roy from Mos- dinner guests
Geology vs, Experience;
Mr. and Mrs. George Jackson of sickness.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
at T. M. Longley
quero
this week.
Sunday
School
was not so well
are the proud parents of a son
home last Sunday.
New Mexico. May 16th 1921
"WILDCAT" WELLS I!.
which came to bless their home attended last Sunday .owing to
Mr. and Mrs. Manny Osborn NOTICE is hereby given
German
Good
FOR
SALE:
that
on the 14th. This is the third the inclemency of the weather.
were
pleasantly entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Boyd, Millet. Seed; none better in the last Sunday at the home
A History Of Gushers;
son in their home and in which
of his Meliton Lovato,. of .David, New
per
state.
Price at ranch
This
phamplet for 10c.
a daughter would be welcome in are spending their honeymoon
April
1918,
13,
Mexico,
on
who,
.
mother Mrs. Ella Osborn. Their
Ralph E. Pearson,
their home. They are no less here with the formers brother lb. Bring your own sacks.
many friends showed them their made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
F. M. Woodard
II. l Boyd and family. Mr. BoOil Field Inspector,
proud of their son.
Roy, New Mexico. highest respect by bringing well No. 022981, for NW of Section
204-- 5
Mr. L.A.Canon who has been yd is the cashier of the First Route "A"
Larendon Building,
filled baskets and hearty good
7, Township 17N, Range 82E,
National Bank at Wilson,. Okla.
Houston, Texas.
suffering from bronchitis
wishes for them. They are ex
and will return to his duties in NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. pecting to leave soon to their N.M.P, Meridian.
weeks is convalescing.
Has filed notice- - of intention
James Christman and family a few days.
claim in near Cuba, New Mexico.
to
make Final TJifee Year Proof,
have moved into thefiftiew home.
BAGWELL
G. W. Reherd, was doing some
SERVICE
Department of the Interior,
to establish claim to the land
On account of the inclement kalsomir.ing for C.S.Jones, one
STATION
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayDr. Murdock, the Dentist will above described, before A. A.
.weather the work on Mr.
of our genial merchants, last ton,. Nev Mexico.
be
in Roy June 5th, to 11th, to Wynne. U.S. Commissioner, at
new house is not progress- Monday and Tuesfday.
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Bring in your Electrical
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.on all work received
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ed the road and the car failed xl
A sisior and aunt of A. 0. Claimant names as witnesses-Sakill the snake so Mr. Lucas grab Rainbow, arrived here last WedAnsley of Mills. N. Mex
bed the tire pump and proceeded nesday from Birmingham, Ala. John Eddy of Mills. N. Mex.
KRING IN ALL YOUR OLD WATCHES AND CLOCKS,
to kill the snake but it turned Miss Rainbow came for the be- Charles Weatherill of Roy, N.
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were
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Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Fitzgerald
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have added some new improve- back porch and otherwise, pre- land over there for which he
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traded his homestead in the Mit. . . We pride ourselves on the QUALITY of our GROCERIES- -'
which is a credit to the comunw
Geo. Sallee is loading an em- - chell Pasture.
upon our ability to render
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We will give you with eather coat and
trousers or full suit Absolutely Free
one extra pair of pants made to your
individual order from our Master Tail
ored Clothes.

;

,

-

BANK OF ROY
1

.

;

.

;

Let us have your order now as this
offer limited.
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HOBSON YOUR JEWELER

-

QUALITY and PRICE

-

;

purity and f
you SERVICE. That's a combination that will win and, best of
;;
:
ail-- the

ty.

Fairview Pharmacy

.'-

(.

OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store

0

O

O

O

We carry a full and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
a rule to keep our stock FRESH.

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos-Okeh
.
Records, KoJaks and Eastman supplies.
,

UP

TO-ÜAT-

standing invitation to you to visit this store
when you want THE BEST at prices

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
.r

'

;

All the latest Magazinesjand daily papera

ESTABLISHED X908f.

that will fit your purse and
please you. n

S. E. PAXTON
Grocery Company
"A Square Deal Every Day"

D. Gibbs
Dr. M;
(Proprietor.)

V

r

'

-

All the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in sea on.

News stand,

and we make it
If you are
particular about what you put on your table, then we
want your trade. We take a delight in pleasing peo-pi- e
who are particular.
Remember there's a

.
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